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FIRST SLEIGHRIDE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Editor
WM. O. FULLER
Associate Editor
PRANK A. WINSLOW

Ex-Postmaster J. II. Hobbs of
Camden hitched hls mare Into a
sleigh Sunday morning and be
lieves he had the first ride on
runners of any person in Knox
County. And that sleigh de
serves special mention. It is 94
years old. and Mr. Hobbs bought
it from the late Hartnett Bills of
Hope.

Subscriptions 63 00 per year payable tn
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established
In 1846 In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
ln 1882. The Free Press was established
In 1855 and ln 1801 changed Its name to
the Tribune. These papers consolidated
March 17. 1897.

ARE FASHIONABLE
He who sows courtesy reaps ♦
friendship, and he who plants ♦
kindness gathers love. —Basil
♦

Dividends Now On All
Sides—Central Maine In
the Procession

Why not bring in your Christmas
list and let us show you how you can
solve your Christmas Shopping prob
lem quickly . . . and economically?
Rytex Printed Stationery comes in a
wide variety of styles and size suit
able ioi every member of the family
. . . and the price is only $1.00, postige 10 cents, at The Courier-Oazette.

Directors of the Central Maine
Power Company have declared a divi
dend on the firm’s preferred stocks
equal to one-half the full dividend
for the current quarter ending Dec
31 of this year.
The directors announced the ac
tion was in accordance with their
custom since they paid the dividend
of Oct. 1. 1934:
1 They also declared a dividend of
I equal amount—one-half of the full
I dividend—on the stocks covering the
I quarter ended Sept 30. 1934, and rep' resenting the "earliest half dividend
I in arrears."
j "Stockholders," the directors said,
"will therefore receive on Jan. 1. 1931,
! checks equal to a full qparter's divi
dend on the stocks which they held
' on Dec. 10, 1936—that is. $1.50 a share
jon the 6 percent stock, $1.50 on the
$6 series and $1.75 on the seven per
cent stock."

“THE
MEDDLESOME
MAID”
THURS. EVG., DEC. 3
TOWN HALL, WARREN
Auspices Mystic Rebekah Lodge
Admission 15c and 25c
Dance Following
Fair and Supper. I. O. O. F. Hall
2.00 P. M. and 6.00 P. M.

REAL BARGAINS AT ALL TIME LOW PRICES
Furniture, Bedding, Carpets and Stoves
Black Ranges No. 8 at $42.50; Enamel at $59.50
Complete Living Room—Nine Pieces
$77.30 complete
Divan. Two Large Chairs. End Table. Floor Lamp, Bridge Lamp,
Foot Stool, Davenport Table, 9x12 Felt Base Rug—Big Values

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.
283 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1154

ROCKLAND

Tu&S-tf

ARE YOU INTERESTED
IN OLD AGE PENSIONS?
Those who are favorable to Old Age Assist

ance must get busy with initiative petitions
Other than the

which require 1 2,000 names.

Candi

old people should be willing to help.

dates who have solicited their support should

be willing to do their bit.

Will send a petition on receipt of request.

CLYDE H. SMITH,
Skowhegan, Me.

CUMMINGS MOTORS, Inc.
d

SALES

SERVICE

FORD LABORATORY TEST SET

SCHOOLED MECHANICS

STORAGE
24-HOUR SERVICE

/

ROCKLAND

585 MAIN ST.

TEL. 350

CALL AND DELIVERY SERVICE
144-146

SPECIAL OFFEH
QNeddinq {Jnvitaiiorit
and O^nnouncemenls
Lowest Prices Ever Quoted I
for 50
No Extra Charge lor Engraving Plate

Choice of 35 different styles of lettering. Price includes inside and

envelopes. Additional

4 Vic
£0 Engraved At Home or
Reception Cards ____ $5.50

Additional Cards at

-__________________ 3Vic each

TO USE HERMANN ESTATE

Vinalhaven Landmark To Become a Boys’ Camp
—New York Specialist At Head
Vinalhaven welcomed a new indus-1 of fine buildings among which may
try last week when the Capital City be mentioned the owner s cottage,
Company, Melrose, Mass, became the main house, the large stable,
interested in the Williams Quarry. poultry houses, green house, duck
house, goose house, hog house, boat
Plans are rapidly being made for an
house, fruit house, etc. The cottage
early increase in the business of the
which is directly on the shore a few
plant.
feet from the pier is a steam heated
Further good news for the Island
building, two stories high containing
is found in the filing at the Registry
ten rooms and baths. The main
of Deeds of the records of Vinalha
house, occupied the year round by
ven Camp, Inc., a corporation formed
the caretaker, is 1500 feet from the
for the purpose of taking over the
shore. This house is also furnished,
property of the late Franz Herman,
steam heated, with eight bedrooms
the premises having been bought by
and four baths. The barn is a large
Dr. P. J. Flagg, a New York special
modern building, with a massive con
ist. Dr. Flagg plans to occupy thc
crete foundation upon which is
premises as a summer home, and to
placed a well constructed timber loft
develop it as a boys’ camp. Since the
as well as accommodations for horses
Flaggs are the parents of eight boys
and cattle. Modern plumbing equip
and four girls, a substantial nucleus
ment is found throughout the main
for such an activity becomes immedi
buildings.
ately available. Dr. Flagg has had
the property carefully surveyed this' The entire property with lts build
ings represented an original invest
fall by camp experts. These inspec
ment of more than $200,000. The
tions indicate the property as ideal
present price paid for the property
for the purpose. While unoccupied,
has not been divulged
except by a caretaker for several
Dr. Flagg is president of the new
years, the furnished buildings are in
company; 8. C. Welchman of New
perfect state of preservation, only
York, is treasurer, and Charles T..
minor improvements in paint and
Smalley of this city is corporation
trim being required to recondition
clerk. Mr. Smalley has represented
them.
the Hermann Estate since the death
The news of this sale was made
of the owner in 1924.
known through the release of Incor
poration papers in which this
SEES BIG SEASON
property is referred to as Vinalhaven
Camp, Inc.
R. E. Brasier, Express Agent,
....
Dr. Flagg is interested primarily in
Gives Public Some Valu
teaching his own boys the elements
able Tips
of “back to the soil,” such as farm
All signs point to heaviest Christ
ing, care of live stock, poultry, and
various other useful farm activities. mas buying in years during the holi
While counselors will be provided for day season, in the opinion of R. E.
Brasier. agent of the Railway Ex
the usual camp activities such as
press Agency, in this city.
games, wood craft, water sports, na
/With improved business condi
ture studies, etc., these activities are
tions. the public pocketbook will con
to be rated as second to the ordinary
tain many more millions than it did
duties of farm life. "Should the
last year." said Mr. Brasier, "and it
need arise some day,” the Doctor is
looks as though the American public
quoted as saying, “I am more inter will spend not far from four billion
etsted in having my boys taught
dollars for holiday gifts for their
where eggs come from, how to milk
children, relatives and friends. They
a cow. how to plant potatoes, and
always opfcn thetr purse-strings free
care for a lobster pot, than I am in
ly when Christmas comes around."
teaching some of the modern refine
Local industries and stores should
ments. Applicants for admission to be among the first to profit from
our family groups, since the family more widespread buying demand in
is large enough to constitute a camp December. Mr. Brasier adds, pointing
all by itself, will be chosen with a out that the signs are so clear that
view to the congenial atmosphere of the entire Railway Express organiza
the family circle, each guest being tion of 56.000 employes ln 23.000 cities
treated and cared for as if he w’ere and towns, is getting ready for a
a member of the family. Since my record-breaking holiday traffic.
boys vary in age from 6 to 17 years
While express is geared to speedy
of age. there is naturally a wide operations, the expressmen are join
range of interest, and we expect to ing in the plea to the public for
welcome little boys as well as older "early shoppings and early shipping."
boys."
not only for themselves, but for store
Dr. Flagg has made it clear that he and shop employes, with whom they
wishes any activity which may de come in contact everywhere. But to
velop under his control to be charac avoid disappointments, deliveries of
terized by the natural charm of the holiday shipments by express will be
environment and its native popula made on Christmas Day. even those
tion. The camp will be in charge of not arriving in town until Christmas
a director, to whom applicants for morning.
admission may address themselves.
Agent Brasier also lays stress on
Since Dr. Flagg was not willing to re the importance of careful prepara
lease personal data at this time, these tion and addressing of Christmas
Attractive , holiday
facts have been taken from recent packages.
articles in the New York Times and package labels, bearing the slogan
"Do not Open Until Christmas,’’ are
the magazine, Today.
• • • •
available at the local Railway Ex
The Herrmann Estate is located on press office or will be sent to any
Vinalhaven, the largest of the islands address on request—without charge.
in Penobscot Bay. 12 miles from
Holiday shipments can be sent by
Rockland by steamboat, connected express up to the last moment that
with the main land by telephone, sup will permit sufficient time for fast
plied with electric service, private and transportation to and delivery at
town water being available. The Es destination, on or before Christmas
tate comprises three farms, the Rob Day. For late shipments, there is the
erts farm, the Young and the Carver Air Express (or Rail-Air) service
places, aggregating 350 acres of providing high speed dispatch over
woodland and pasture with more night to many destinations some as
than a mile of ocean waterfront, pro far as 2.000 miles away. Tardy ship
tected by two islands which form a pers will find this remarkable service
private cove. In addition, there is a life-saver in making up for lost
more than a quarter of a mile of lake time and in gaining a most impres
sive and up-to-date method of deliv
frontage, fed by tide water.
The grounds have great natural ery of Christmas packages.
beauty and are free from such haz
ards as swift streams, high cliffs,
Qenuine £ngra.ved
swampy or rough ground. The shel
tered cove provides ocean swimming
from hundreds of feet of sandy
At The Lowaat Prices la Historyl
beach, and a substantial pier. From|
the boat house, a railway leads across j
Visiting Cards
the beach into the water by means of j
100 paneled cards, choice of 4
sizes and 30 styles of engraving,
which large boats may be pulled out
PLATE INCLUDED, only___ $1.6$
for repair. Between the beach and
the main house, there is an unob
Wedding Announcements
structed grass area of about 30 acres,
or Invitations
On white or ivory stock—wed
which receives the benefit of the ful! I
ding or plate finish. Inside and
sunlight throughout the day. A good
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
road leads from the property to the
CLUDED _____________________$8.95
ferry landing which is about a mile
Social Stationery
away. Since the open space is well
Special styles for men and women.
drained by reason of its gravelly soil,
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and styles of engraving,
it provides an ideal playground. The
PLATE INCLUDED________________
forests suggest wood activities, the
$2.25. $3.95 and up.
use of the ax and saw under good
Business Stationery
guidance, to make trails, build
500 business cards or Hammermill
bridges of logs and construct log
Bond
letterMeads,
PLATE
IN
cabins.
CLUDED, only ——
$7.85
The trails through the woods and
pastures are ideal for horse back rid
ing.
Upon the property are a number

STATIONERY

in
Qenuine Cnqraved

outside
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Invitations or

Announcements at

each
100 Engraved Informals,
including envelopes

$3.00

100 Engraved Visiting

Cards___________ $135

These Are tho Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Genuine Engravings

Samples may be seen al
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CHRISTMAS CLUBS

Beginning today two Rockland
banks will distribute $40,000
through the medium of Christ
mas Clubs. At the Roekland
Savings Bank the total is $25,000
and it will be divided among 540
depositors. At the Knox County
Trust Company's quarters there
will be turned loose $15,000
among 300 depositors. On Sat
urday cheeks will be mailed to
those who have not already railed
for the amounts due them. Both
clubs were larger than those of
the previous year, and the out
look for 193? is even better.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 91................ Number 144.

SEEING FOR THE UNBELIEVING
Those Who Don’t Enthuse About Community
Building Need Only To Inspect the Plant

TALK OF THE TOWN
The weekly boxing exhibition at
the Tillson Avenue Stadium has been
postponed to Dec. 9.

The week's weather forecast by the
Associated Press promises rising tem
perature for today and Wednesday,
Just as the Philosopher s stone of Congressman Moran whose hard colder about Thursday night and
olden days was supposed to trans- wor'c made the big project an accom- warmer by Saturday.
' pltshed fact ln its stormy beginnings.
mute base metals into gold, so a visit
I will be among the speakers. The fa
Capt. Ross L. Wilson left Saturday
•to Community (Building and a view of
mous WPA Band and the crack WPA for New York where he will sail for
its interior transmutes the lukewarm
show troupe will be on the program. European Ports as chief officer on
interest of the observer Into genuine
This early opening ceremony is in
the S. 8 Excalibur of the American
enthusiasm. This afternoon at 21
accord with WPA custom and reExport Line.
o'clock the Oeneral Committee is to
visit the building and look over the'ques "
auditorium and the tower hall. The
Nicholas Richard Pellicane has at
It is the firm belief of Campaign
_ | inspection will be limited to these two Director Richardson that the all im tained the scholastic honor list for
points in order not to hamper the portant factor in gaining the 100% the second semester of the last
AWAITING WM. BISBEE workmen.
enthusiastic support of the commun school year at Bates College, The
Most of the committee have not ity for the equipping of the building list was announced in Chapel exer
Florida Newspaper Quotes seen the interior of the splendid plant is to get every last member of the cises this morning by President Gray.
Liberally From Courier- they are organizing to equip and community to see exactly what the Pellicane is a senior this year.
building is like. Once a person has
Gazette Article
gone through this building its splen
George E. Dunton who was man
did possibilities for community serv ager of the Rockland division when
Tampa (Fla .) Tribune
ice are apparent. Truly, seeing is the Eastern Steamship Lines, Inc.
The Gasparilla pirate ship William
| believing in this case. It looks to be discontinued their Bangor and
Bisbee, which is sailing from north
a long way Just now to the top of Boston line, will be identified with
ern waters to Tampa to join ln the
that $10,000 equipment fund hill, but the passenger department in the
annual pirate invasion, is expected to
once let the men and women of Boston office. He takes up his new
Rockland see the building, and let work in about two weeks.
arrive late this week. G. A. Hanson,
the summer residents and former
captain of Ye (Mystic Krewe of Gas
citizens
see that the local folks are
The board of managers of the
parilla. said yesterday.
in full earnest in equipping the splen Home for Aged Women desires Cou
The three-masted schooner is un
did structure—then the battle ls half rier-Gazette readers to know how
der command of Capt. Williatn H.
grateful they are for the splendid
won.
Davis of Medford. Mass., with Arthur
response made to their appeal for
Donation Day favors. The gifts were
Holland of Ear,port. Me, as mate,
SUNDAY LAUNCHING
both numerous and generous, and
and a crew of three sailors
Beam Trawler Rio-Douro among those who remembered this
The Bisbee was built by 1. L. Snow
worthy institution were school chil
& Co, in 1902. and sailed as a mem
Goes Overboard At Thom dren and Sunday Schools. The spirit
ber of the Snow fleet for many years,
aston—Two Girls Christen which marked the presentation of
mostly in the Atlantic coastal trade.
these gifts was equally pleasing. The
"After knocking up and down the
The beam trawler, Rio-Douro, was
managers find lt impossible to thank
Atlantic coast in all sorts of weather,
John M. Pomeroy, ardent supporter launched from the yard of the Morse everybody in person and take this
she would get almost as good a rat
of Community Building by word Boatbuilding Corp. Sunday at 10.40 method of doing it.
ing today as when she was in her
and work
o clock. The craft ks owned by Capt.
prime,’ says a story of the sailing of
Rockland sent a good-sized dele
Albino Pereria of Gloucester, Mass,
the ship in the Rockland. Me, Cour
gation to Old Town Sunday to wit
ier-Gazette, where Hanson negoti this visit is necessary that they gel who will also command her, and Larry
ness the 4nstallation of the looal
ated for puchase of the ship recently. the vision for the task of raising McEwen, New England agent for the
VF.W, Post Included in the group
"Her timbers are staunch and $10,000 needs plenty of vision with
Cooper-Bessemer Engine Corp., ahso were Mr. and Mrs. Oliver R Hamlir.,
sound, and she would have been good courage to back it up. Today's visit
Mr. and Mrs. John Guistin, Vernon
for many a day in the coastwise i will be an inspiration and the visit of Gloucester.
Giles,
Mrs. Helen Johnson, Mrs.
trade, if the coastwise business had I two weeks hence by tbe same group
The boat is 96 feet over-ali, 20 foot
not practically vanished as far as will be a revelation if Architect Fink beam and 10 foot raft, ana ls to be Elizabeth Cormier and Mr. and Mrs.
John S. Ranlett. Mr. Hamlin and
and Superintendent Murphy's loyal
sailing craft are concerned.”
equipped with a 230 h. p. Cooper Mr. and Mrs. Ranlett attended the
crews
make
the
remarkable
progress
The Courier-Gazette termed as “a
Bessemer engine, one of the largest installation of the Post in Portland
queer mission’’ the sailing of the Bis noted during the past fortnight.
This structure is truly an amazing ever to be installed at the Morse shop last night. Lucky Oliver brought
bee.
Rio-Douro means the “River of Gold home from Old Town a handsome
"Yesterday she sailed away on a proposition whose possibilities con
—
the name of the river where Capt Indian basket made on the Reserva
stantly
grow
on
the
observer.
The
queer mission," the story continues.
tion.
“to be a make-believe pirate ship t auditorium has reached a stage of Pereria was born in Portugal. Spain.
The trawler was christened by the
working two hours a year. A strange \ completion where the picture is
Most of us at this season of the
mission. Indeed, but she possesses the ’ clear. The high arched ceiling is daughters of the owners, Miss Avelina
exact qualifications desired fty ‘Ye < finished, painted out in a light cream- Pereria and Miss Barbara McEwen year, have a fondness for yellow lit
Mystic Krewe of Gasparilla,’ a non- j t*n, reflecting the light which comes who performed the rite with a cham erature—the almanacs for instance
profit corporation which annually < through the huge glass-brick Windows, pagne bottle beautifully decorated We have Just received a copy of the
Old Farmers' Almanac, published by
celebrates Gasparilla day in Tampa, The bleacher seats are being com- with yards of red ribbon.
The ways were surrounded by en Little, Brown & Company, 34 Beacon
Fla.”
J pleted, the maple floor is being laid
Upon arrival, the ship wiU be over- with the whole great room a hive of thusiastic spectators as the Rio glided street, Boston. Exclusive of the fa
hauled and painted, and put in tip- ! Industry. The lightness of the audi- gracefully to the waves.
miliar cover the almanac for 1937
top condition for the 1937 invasion. I torium is surprising. In fact the very
contains 108 pages, and they are
Jammed with information that ans
Hanson said. It is planned to change light rooms ail through the building
WE CONCEDE IT
wers countless questions. While the
the ship's rig to from schooner to are a pleasing feature.
square rig. making it conform more
The foyer will be properly impres Roosevelt Was Undoubtedly Almanac was originally planned for
closely to the rig of the old pirate sive as befits so massive a structure.
the New England states, it arouses
Elected According To Late Interest in all parts of the country.
ships.
The outer section open and the inner
That, however, likely will be done section accessible through several
A. P. Figures
The publishers received orders from
after the 1937 invasion, he said, as large double doors. Ticket booths,
nearly every State in the Union as
President Roosevelt's plurality over well as from remote quarters of the
there Is scarcely time to do it all by offices, coat rooms and public toilet
February.
facilities are connected as well as the Oov. Alfred M. Landon is 10,725,977 globe—Korea, France, Honolulu, the
The ship has a tonnage of 309 gross beautiful social rooms. An interest votes in the latest compilation of the Virgin Islands. Many newspapers
and 200 net, and measures 134 feet ing point is that the social rooms may returns of the Nov. 3 election as re rely on It for information regarding
over all. It was sold in 1932 by the be reached from independent doors so ported to The Associated Press. More tides, the phases of the moon, etc.,
Snow Interests to Capt. Charles R. the foyer need not be opened for than 44,500,000 votes have thus far and a number of colleges use it as a
been reported. Not half the States
Trynor of Easport. who recently sold that purpose.
text ln their astronomy courses.
have announced their complete of
the vessel to Victor B. Bendix. ship
Cement floors are being laid in the
ficlal count, but Incomplete returns
broker, for the Gasparilla krewe.
The annual fair of the Methodist
basement game rooms, kitchen and
“The Gasparilla carnival is held the great pool-billiard hall under the for the major party candidates, Church takes place tomorrow with a
from Feb. 1 to 3,” the Rockland news foyer. Heating and plumbing is compiled up to today showed:
sale ln the afternoon. At 6 o'clock a
paper concludes its article, “and rapidly going in with the showers Roosevelt ...................... 27,109.428 chicken pie supper will be served
............................ 16383,451 under the chairmanship of Mrs. Ivy
when you see the picture in the already installed. Rapid progress is Landon
movies don't forget that the pirate being made on the walls and ceiling Roosevelt's plurality ........ 10,725.977 Chatto. An entertainment of un
742,513 usual interest will be put on at 7.30
ship with its swarming crew of 120 finishes with the handsome tower hall Lemke (Union party) ..
129.044 consisting of a miscellaneous pro
men was once the schooner William very near its final form except for Thomas (Socialist) .....
Browder (Communist) .
60.255 gram, and two one-act plays. Ralph
Bisbee, sailing between Rockland and the top flooring.
Colvin (Prohibitionist) .
22.950 Clark is coaching the play, “MoonSouthern ports.”
This long desired addition to the
Aiken (Social-Laborite)
8.735 bound Husbands” which is the story
civic life of Rockland and Knox
Scattering .....................
67.203 of six men who tired of the cares of
County has been made possible as a
married life decide to start for the
WP.A. project, the YM.C.A. direc
Total vote ............. ...... 44,523 379 moon in a rocket plane. A rollicking
tors co-operating with the city au
comedy as you can imagine. The
thorities so the WP.A. could carry
through this, one of its handsomest THE SOUTHERN CRUISE cast includes; George Gay, Ray Hoch,
works in the State. Now the time Arlene Havener has climbed from Leroy Chatto, George Orcutt. Gordon
has come for the community to equip third position to the top over the DfcWolfe'i Ralph |Clark. The play
the building, and Rockland citizens weekend in the Southern Winter “Not a Man In the House” is under
are facing their responsibilities fully Cruise Contest, supplanting Edna the direction of Mrs. Laura Buswell
and enthusiastically.
Oregory who is now in second place and has to do with one Mrs. Maria
John C. Fitzgerald of Bath and Francis Havener Jr., holds down Bangs whose unfortunate marriage
Portland, Deputy Administrator for third berth with Vivian Mullen in has made her determined not to have
Maine of the WPA. gave Community fourth. The standing to noon of a man in the house. In the cast are
Madlene Rogers, Saxon DeWolfe,
Building a pleased commendation November 30, is shown below.
yesterday after an inspection of the Arlene Havener ....................... 10157 Shirley Rollins, Dorothy Harvey and
premises. Mr. Fitzgerald has taken Edna Gregory ........................... 10088 Ruth Thomas.
a keen personal interest in this pro Francis Havener Jr................... 10061
ject from the start, an interest Vivian Mullen ........................... 10035 YOUR FAVORITE POEM
shared by R. Wyman Foster of this Charles Mitchell ....................... 7097
If T had my life to live again I would
city and Augusta, Director of Dis Leon White Jr.............................. 4462 have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to some music at least once
trict 3, WPA. who was with Mr. Fitz Daisy Gray ......................
a3830
week. The loss of these tastes ls a
Vera Ames .................................. 3672 loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
gerald on yesterday’s inspection.
• • • •
Carrie Breen ..........................
HERACLITUS
Work is baing rushed with a full Ellen Anderson ........................... 3134
They told me. Heraclitus, they told me
crew to bring auditorium and foyer William Cross ............................. 3121
you were dead.
to early completion in order to have Vivian Foster ............................. 1741 They brought me bitter news to hear
and bitter tears to shed
the plant ready to begin turning in Clayton McMahon ...................... 1740 I wept as I remember'd how often you
and I
revenue with the big New Year's ball.
Had tired the sun with talking and
sent him down the sky.
Providing thc mood music for the An opening ceremony will be held in
What a value! ... 50 of the fa
unusual dramatic portions of the January when heating, wiring and mous Rytex Christmas Cards printed And now that thou art lying, my dear
new program, "Your Unseen Friend,” toilet facilities are completed. This
old Carlan guest.
with your name, and 50 envelopes to A handful
heard Sundays over CBS, is the task
of gray ashes, long, long ago
at reet.
of Harry Salter, well-known net will be an open house with everybody match ... for only $1.00, postage 10
Still
are
thy
pleasant voices, thy night
work maestro. The program is and his wife invited. High officials cents. Don’t fail to see the new
ingales. awake;
written and directed by M. H. H. of the WPA including Mr. Abraham samples before it is too late, at The For Death, he taketh all away, but them
Joachim, famous Hindu analyzer of
he cannot take.
son and Mr Fitzgerald, together with Courier-Gazette.
>—William (Johnson) Cory
human emotions

Y

"Mood Music”

BRANN TO APPOINT

HIGH iSCHOOL ESSAY

Has Three Important Places
To Fill—What Will Coun
sel Do

This One, Written By Gard
ner Brown Concerns That
Marvel, (Liquid Air

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WF.EK

rather be a doorkeeper In the
house of my God. —Ps. 84: 10.
Thad

Every-Other-Day
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Friday afternoon Mr. James from
Kentucky favored our High School
by the most interesting demonstra
tion of chemistry that it has ever
seen.
This demonstration of liquid air
was about its chemical and physical
properties. At first he showed and
explained to us the "Dewar Flask;’’
this is a container which has walls
which have a vacuum between them.
A modified variation of this flask is
commonly known as a “Thermos
Bottle.” This was invented 55 years
ago.
The rarenes of a demonstration of
liquid air is largely due to the fact
that it costs quite a bit and is al
ways boiling away. It is there one
week and not there the next week.
Liquid air is a bluish liquid and be
cause it's always evaporating very
rapidly, it has to be kept in an open
fiask. It is made by compressing air
and cooling it to its critical tempera
ture of minus 190' C. At this tem
perature it -becomes a liquid and so
Maybe you can t go to Switzer
therefore it never gets above this ,
land ... but you can go skiing
temperature without changing to the ,
Be brighter ... be smarter . .
gas. air.
and be warmer in our snow togs
Liquid air boils furiously on ice ,
because ice is 344 degrees hotter. |
This seems strange to the average ,
person because hot and cold are •
A landslide of all wool two-piece snow suits!
terms used relatively.
Smartly tailored in brown, green, blue, black
When this experiment of boiling
liquid air on ice was done a kettle
and white.
was used. As boiling is an action
LADIES’ SNOW SUITS.
$9.75
which tends to bring everything
MISSES’ SNOW SUITS,
$4.9
about it to the same temperature,
INFANTS’ SNOW SUITS.
$1.9
the kettle became frosted with ice.
SEPARATE JACKETS,
$4.9
One volume of liquid air when it
SKI PANTS,
$22
becomes the “gas" air is 860 times its
former volume. Imagine what would
happen if anyone should! swallow
any!
After explaining this, a little liquid
air was placed in a tube fitted tight
ly with a cork stopper, the stopper
WOOLEN SOCKS,
was shot many feet just by the ex
MITTENS,
pansion of the liquid air.
SEPARATE CAPS.
The pressure formed by the rapid
CAP AND SCARF SETS,
evaporation of liquid air is enough to
drive a steam engine. When this
steam engine is in airplane (liquid
'&&&$ SENTER CRANE COMPANY
airplane) it gives it a very great
speed. One may wonder why this
but it is understood that he has ,
liquid boils so readily. The answer
reached no decision in the matter.
:
is this: liquid air has a temperature
Candlepin artists at the Star alleys
Two other appointments that are I
of minus 312° F. and the tank in
likely to be made during the coming exercised their skill Saturday night 1 which it is placed in 400° hotter. If
month are for associate justice of the through the medium of matches be you added a temperature of 400 to
Superior Court and reporter of de tween eight two-man teams. The re water, one wouldn't be surprised if
cisions. The term of Associate Jus sults follow:
it boiled.
tice George L. Emery of Biddeford
Thirty-six years ago in 1900 a
expires within a short time and fol Parsons
, horseless carriage was run with
lowing custom it is the plan of the
liquid air. but the liquid cost so much
Governor to reappoint Justice Emery. Mitchell.
that it was soon replaced.
Rickiiff,
The reporter of decisions is Edward
Mercury is a liquid metal at ordin
S. Anthoine of Portland and it is
ary temperatures but when its
McLocn,
expected that Mr. Anthoine also will
[ molecules, which are bounding about
be reappointed. As these are both Norton,
1 at ordinary temperature, are cooled
reappointments it is assumed that
j down,— the molecules make hardly
there wiil be no objection to either of Brault,
' j any motion and the liquid becomes a
1 solid.
them, even though there mlgh be Simmons
some hitch in the filling of the other
In this case mercury was poured
vacancies to which reference has
L in a mold in the shape of a hammer
been made. —Fred K. Owen in the
1 : and was frozen by liquid air. The
Sunday Telegram.
hammer was then hard enough to
Thoma.
’ drive a nail. However if this temRccs,
CLARENCE E. ROLLINS
7 perature wasn't kept up the hammer
would melt!
*
Clarence E. Rollins, a well known McKinney
8
This theory of molecular action
railroad employe, died last Wednes Benner,
2 was also demonstrated by the freez
day at his home on Broadway. He
ing otf a wet pi^ce of cloth and a rubhad been in ill health eight weeks, Abbott.
1 ber ball. This was also shown by the
but the end came with a suddenness Glidden,
8 use of two lead bells which ordinari
that shocked family and friends.
ly made hardly any noise when rung,
Clarence Ernest Rollins, was bom Drinkwater,
95.22 but when one of them was frozen, it
in Bath. Feb. 28, 1879. He had been
Charles Lawry. rolling alone, aver- j rang nearly like an ordinary bell. A
employed as machinist by the Maine aged 94.2. Mitchell was away out in lead spring showed the same thing
Central Railroad for more than 30 front for high single, toppling 157 ln a different way. It had ordinarily
years, a general favorite with his
fellow workmen, and his expert serv
ices being much appreciated by the
corporation.
Mr Rollins was a member of Au
rora Lodge, F.A.M.. King Solomon's
Temple Chapter. King Hiram's Coun
FASTER, CLEANER and SAFELy
cil, Claremont Commandery. the
Scottish Rite bodies and Consistory.
He manifested a deep interest in Ma
sonry, and was a faithful attendant
new
at the meetings of the various bodies.
|’1{
TOP ACTION
He is survived by his wife. Grace
L. Rollins; his stepdaughter. Miss
Daphne Winslow*, a teacher at Frye
The Famous
W
Only the ZENITH hos:
burg Academy, and his mother. Mrs.
POINT-SETTER
1. Real Top Action
Sabra Chandler of Bath.
•COLLAR
Funeral services were held at the
Always Ntat
2. Gentle rubber hands
late residence Sunday afternoon. Rev.
3. Petented clothes separator
Dr. John Smith Lowe officiating.
A. Celt aluminum roller dryer
THE STANDARD
The Commandery service was most
There is a Zenith for every
OF SHIRT VALUE impressive. Handsome floral testi
furse, from $49.50 up. Can
Ne liltine ef water le empty ike Zenith.
monials, including several from out
also be supplied with gasoA timpfe, powerful, eutemetie, elecWhitney Shirts offer greater
line engine where electric
trie pump remtvet the weter from the
of
town,
expressed
the
sympathy
of
value. Our selection includes
power is not convenient.
tub— till, simple end trouble free.
friends. Among those in attendance
all the latest patterns, stripes,
These a.*e real Zenith features. 1 he tup action
plaids, fancies and pastels ... as
from out of the city were Mrs Sabra
principle of the New Zenith is the only correct
well as the ever-popular white
{method of forcing water through the clothes
Chandler of Bath. Mr. and Mrs.
2nd keeping clothes completely submerged
broadcloth. An outstanding value
Jchn N. Glidden of Newcastle. M. J.
during the washing process. Zenith's gentle
in fine shirts . . . plus the ex
rubber hands reduce wear and tear to a mini
Durgin, Ira Durgin and Mr. and Mrs.
clusive Point-Setter Collar that
mum on e>cn the most delicate fabrics. The
Ralph Durgin of Bath. George GiJpatented clothes separator keeps thc clothes
gives built-in neatness.
from tangling and tearing making the washing
j man of Brunswick and Mrs. Ida
faster, cleaner and safer. The Zenith stream
[ Crowell and Jack Gowan of Rock
lined cast aluminum roller dryer with large
balloon rolls and safety release is the safest
port. Tlie bearers were E. C. Boody,
and most convenient dryer known.
Only five moving parts, bathed in oil, make
1 J. E. Stevens and Ernest Rogers of
The New Zenith has real top
the New Zenith absolutely trouble-proof.
action with the conical clothes
Rockland and G. M. Gilman of
Your first cost is your only cost. The New
separator. Washes clean, fast,
Zenith will last a lifetime.
safe, no tangling or tearing.
Brunswick.

Gov. Brann has under considers- •
I\
tion the making of appointments to <
fill vacancies that have occurred dur- >
DO IT XOW
ing his administration. He cannot. ;
With Christmas just 25 days of course, tell what the Council will h
away, and having a much more sat do, but it is still regarded as by no
isfactory status than it has borne means certain that if the appoint- '
for main years, there confronts a ments made by the Governor are
multitude of shoppers the task of good appointments the Council will ’
selecting holiday gifts. First, shop turn them down.
For the vacancy on the Public Util- ?
early ; second, shop wisely. Those
who have been caught in the hurly- ities commission the Governor has ’
burly of the last minute rush have been advised that George Otis Smith, >
learned the secret of congenial trad well known over the Country for his i
ing. They have -learned that those service in the national government. ■
who shop early find at their dis would be an ideal man. Mr. Smith's
posal the largest and best stock of service as chief of the Water Power
Christmas goods, and they have also commission lias made him familiar found that the clerks are in a posi with water power problems with •'
tion to give them more time and many of which the Maine commis- '
advice. Improve the pleasant days, sion has to do and he is known as a 1
bearing in mind, always, that there man of judgment, ability and fair- . i
may be rough weather immediately ness.
It is not at all unlikely that the
in advance of Christmas, greatly
handicapping the holiday shopping, place will be offered to Mr Smith, lt j
if not preventing it entirely. These being left to the Council to say ) ■
words of caution are purely funda whether such an appointment meets •
mental, but we all require them at with their approval. Mr Smith qual- ;
this season of the year if we are to ifies in politics as well as in ability -,
cater to our convenience and wel and experience for he was dropped ,.
from his position in Washington be- fare. Shop early!
cause he was a Republican and he is
taking much interest in party affairs :
GOV. BRASS'S FUTURE
since he came to Maine.
In a little more than a month
For the third place on the High- ■
Gov. Louis J. Brann will retire way commission the Governor has ,
from his duties as Maine’s Chief been anxious to select a Republican ,,
Executive, which he has filled with who lias had some road building and
admitted ability the past four years. engineering experience and whose
He has leased a residence in Lewis ideas would be in harmony with the
ton, and presumably will return to policies of the present commission.
the practice of law. Defeated in Here again he is giving considera
his ambition to become United tion to several names and one Of ,
States Senator, and his popularity these is Col. William E. Southard of
considerably lessened by the manner Bangor. Col. Southard is an engineer
in which he took that defeat, it of experience and has done some
does not necessarily imply that he highway work in Maine. Besides
is out of the political picture. He that he has the background of a war
has been mentioned in connection record that is unsurpassed by any
with several high positions, includ Maine veteran. He is the present
ing membership in the Cabinet, and commander of the Maine Legion and
it is fair to assume that if there are has been active in that organization.
political plums hanging loose— He went across as the commander of
plums of sufficient importance— 1 one of the battalions in the 103rd
one of them may be tossed in his Regiment under Col. Hume. As soon
direction.
The Administration as the Maine regiment began active
could be little else than grateful to service Major Southard won a
him for waging a battle against his 1 reputation as a fighter that was un
own wishes, even if that fight was surpassed in the 26th division. He
futile, and served only to widen a was a man who always led his men
breach within his own party. Sum and only asked them to follow him.
marized, it will be interesting to sec He was wounded in the battle of
which of the two men soon to lose Chateau-Thierry and was decorated
their titles, will find political fa with the cross of the Legion of Honor
vor with the Roosevelt Administra and the Distinguished Service Cross.
tion—Louis J. Brann or Edward He was commissioned a colonel be
fore returning home. Colonel SouthC. Moran, Jr.
| ard's home is in Bangor and his lo
cality is favorable to his appoint
MURDER IX MADRID
ment. Should he read this, he might
j learn for the first time that his
name is under consideration for ap
pointment.
For liquor commissioner, the Gov
ernor has already appointed Judge
Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden. The
Council tabled the appointment of
. Judge Dwinal and should that body
j persist in its refusal to confirm him
I there is a possibility that the Gover• nor might withdraw his name and
i appoint another. At any rate, he
has asked about men who would be
available for the position and who
. would meet with the favor of the
Council. One of those suggested to
, him is Ray E. Rendall of Alfred. The
appointment of Mr. Rendall has been
strongly urged upon the Governor

Editorial

Was/. your clothes

AROUND THE CORNER
When the railroads begin to re
turn net incomes over and above
the fixed charges, one may be par
doned for believing that prosperity,
is just around the corner. The
Maine Central Railroad’s net in
come for October was S69.578, all
forms of traffic showing a healthy
increase. Popular passenger rates
might account for an increase in
that department, but when freight
revenues increase it means that
commodities are moving and that
more persons must be working.
A delegation of WPA officials,
headed by John C. Fitzgerald,
deputy administrator for Maine
visited Rockland's new community
building yesterday and expressed
unqualified pleasure at the progress
which is being made and at the
wonderful results which are being
achieved. The confusion attend
ant upon interior completion does
not allow one to see the building at
best advantage, but those citizens
who have found their way into the
great
structure have emerged
champions of this much needed en
terprise. Chairman John M. Rich
ardson’s committee, charged with
furnishing and equipping the build
ing is entitled to the full support
of every local citizen, and that of
neighboring communities which will
derive benefit from the project.

zenith

NOW I DRINK

AS COOL AND SMOOTH A SMOKE AS
ANYONE COULD ASK FOR!”
“My first pipeful of Prince Albert ended
my tobacco-hunting days,” says Harry
Kanouse. "This mild, mellow tobacco has
been my favorite ever since. That’no-bite’
process takes out the harshness and leaves
a cool, sweet, easy-drawing smoke—the

SINCE MV FIRST
PIPEFUL OF PRINCE
ALBERT, THIS MILD.

kind that every man likes."

If you’re a "makin’s” roller, you’ll like
P. A. for rolling your own 1

MELLOW TOBACCO
HAS BEEN MV
FAVORITE!

TRY 20 PIPEFULS
F P.A. AT OUR RISK
Smoke 20 frenrent pipelu
If you don’t find it the mel
tobacco you ever amoked

tin with the reat of the to
any Ume within a month fn

of Prince Albert,

west. t»»tie»t pipe
return the pocket
icco in it to u» »t

„ thie dete, end we

will refund full purckaae

(Signed) R- J- R«»"«W*
Winalon-Salem, North Carolina.

Prince Albert

pipefuls of fragrant to
bacco in every 2-ounce
tin of Prince Albert

the NATIONAL
national joy smoke
THE

Rockland has a crippled young
man who gains his livelihood with
difficulty through peddling by means
of a small cart harnessed to his
person which he drags around on
crutches. Yesterday the meanest all

time thief took a bundle of sadly
needed clothing from the cart while
the young man was in Shute’s barber
shop. Any information as to the
thief will be appreciated by the'police
department.

ENDICOTT JOHNSON

In one year $6,030,003 worth of
cxygen alone is used, and 220 cubic
feet of neon is worth $35,000.
Cotton soaked in liquid air be
comes an explosive.
This was
demonstrated) toy a small cannon.
When soaked in carbon particles it
forms a high explosive.
A test tube filled with carbon and
attached to a balloon full of air. when
cooled to minus 312' F. was able to
absorb 18 times its own volume of
air.
A little aluminium and liquid air
when placed together and ignited
formed a brilliant flame and a tem
perature of 4500' F.
When all is through one must stop
and think what a difference there is
between air -we breathe and liquid
air!
SLEEPER AND VARNEY

George D. Varney, Representativeelect from the Berwick class, an
nounces that he will be a candidate
for majority House leader at the
coming session. Mr. Varney served in
the House in 1931. He is a lawyer,
a graduate of Bowdoin, and is 32
years old. He was a member of the
Judiciary committee when he was
Ir. the House and will probably go on
that committee again. Also announc
ed as a candidate for floor leader is
Cleveland Sleeper. Jr., of Rockland.
Mr. Sleeper made his announcement
some time ago. —Sunday Telegram.
PUNION ................................................
W. J. Bryant who has been caring
for his brother in Yarmouth, has
been at home on a week's visit.
Mr. and Mrs.‘Wayne Kirkpatrick
of New York who recently visited
Mrs. Lila Burrill, returned home
Monday.
Frank Goff has bought a building
from C. T. Burgess and has had it
moved to his home.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pierce of
Bath called Sunday on relatives here.
Arthur Farris who bought the
Round Pond school house has had It
remodelled into an attractive dwell
ing house into which he moved re
cently.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ames of
Springfield. Mass., were callers re
cently on relatives here.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Lancaster of
Gardiner were business visitors Fri
day ln town.
E. L. Knapp of Bucksport has been
buying fur pelts in town.

Worth far more. Black oi brown rubber.
All height heels. Snug ankle lit.
Warm, flannel lining.

WOMENS AlU&Ef AND CHILDREN'S

BRIGHT RUBBERS
bbdwmw.'bbbbbuhbmm

MISSES’

.

. 79c

^hi^ren^69c

one-$trap

RUBBER
jaouter?
Plenty of loom to get
loot in and out. One
snap fastener. Rein
forced where needed.
Black or brown.

CHILD’S SIZES

acKi

with extra

Vx^rlenly of room lo
get in and out.Warm lining.
Snug fit. Soles doubly heavy for
long wear.

BOYS’ .

YOUTHS

FOUK BUCiw-

xBCTf«i

lovrtvounir
lightweight

sSfflaJMEBRIIBWIB
MEN’S
BOYS’

youth:

DO THIS . . Try a Zenith Top Action Wathei
own home. See for yourself how quietly and c
does a big washing and leaves it snowy white for

Bought and Sold
Alcohol Acidity Goes

MILLER’S GARAGE

in Jiffv with Bcll-an«,

ROCKLAND, MAINE

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Rankin St.,

Rockland
120Ttf

FOR INDIGESTION

346 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME
MORE THAN TEH MILLION ft^LRjQf{<S WEgR.EHDJCOTT-JOHHSOH SHOES
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The Lime Rock Railroad has re
ceived official sanction from the In
terstate Commerce Commission to
discontinue a mile and one-half of
its unused line.

Introducing
1,36

NOVEMBER.

The Kiwanis Club was highly en
tertained last night by Rev. Corwin
H. Olds who gave some of thc high
lights of the trip which he and his
family recently made to the Pacific
coast.

,936

5) ■R’iSJ
COFVMGMT

1934

a new patented
slip created by
a dressmaker!

TALK OF THE TOWN
CUMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Dec. 1—Thomaston—Annual fair of
Federated Church.
Dec. 2—Annual fair Auxiliary to
Anderson Camp S.U.V. at Grand Army
hall.
Dec. 2—Christmas Fair at Littlefield
Memorial Church.
Dec. 3—Warren—Fair and three act
play, "The Meddlesome Maid." auspices
Mystic Rebekah Lodge.
Dec. 3—WCT.U. meets with Mrs.
Edwin H. Crie.
Dec. 6—Annual Memorial service at
the Elks Home.
Dec. 10-11—The Senior Class play
"Tweedles." at High School Auditorium.
Dec 11—Camden—Senior play. "Along
Came Peggy" at Opera House
Dec 11—Methebesec Club meets with
Mrs. Aura Nelson
Dec
13—American Legion's annual
food show at Strand Theatre.
Dec. 14—Knox County Ministerial
Ass'n meets at Warren Congregational
Church.
Dec. 15—Camden—Gift ball at Opera
House, auspices Outing Club
Dec. 17—Monthly meeting of Baptist
Men s League.
Dec 17—Rockport—Senior class play.
"Mama's Baby Boy."
Dec 21—Forefathers’ Day.
Dec. 25—Christmas.
Dec. 31—New Year's Ball at Communi
ty Bundles auditorium.

* combining the advan
tages of both a bias and

straight cut slip in one!

* Can’t ride up over the

knees when you sit down

or twist around when you
walk.

• Keep« ita perfect »h»pe

after laundering at it ii

straight cut.
• When

you

stoop

no

strap strain. Fit! so com
fortably you’ll forget it’s

Burnell Simpson shot a good sized
buck within the city limits Friday.

Educational Club meets with "Mrs.
Minnie Rogers. Amesbury street. Fri
day. 2 to 8. Members will take box
lunch.

STYLES

Neston Walton, who is employed In
Berlin. N H, is expected home soon
for a vacation, to remain during the
approaching holidays.

SIZES

Delicate net trim; fine lace trim and beautiful

tailored satins or crepes. Bodice or V top.

30 to 44. Tearose or White. Specify your bust
measurement and be assured of accurate size and

E. H. Philbrick. accompanied by
Leo Strong of Camden, returned
Wednesday from Medford with a 10point buck, the result of one day’,
hunting.

VESPER A. LEACH
Specialty Store

STREETS FOR COASTING

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Warren, Masonic and Pacific
streets have been especially set
aside for roasting purposes, and
City Marshal A. P. Richardson
hopes that children will confine
their sport to those thorough
fares. which will be patrolled by
members of the National Youth
Project. Motorists are asked to
exercise much caution in those
neighborhoods.

Pleasant Valley Grange
Ladles’ Night will be observed at
the Elks dance tomorrow night. Host public supper Friday at 6.
esses are Mrs. Austin Brewer. Mrs.
The annual meeting of King
Howard Dunbar and Mrs Wilson
Hiram's Council, R.S.M. will take
>oster.
place Friday night. Officers will be
Mr. and Mrs. George Huntley of elected and Installed.

Applicants for American Legion
Christmas baskets are again remind
ed that their names should be filed
with Miss Lenore W. Benner, secre
tary of the Chamber of Commerce,
by Dec. 9. Manager Dondis with his
customary generosity has given
Winslow-Holbrook Fost the use of
Strand Theatre and films for the
picture show.

Limerock street entertained Thurs
The Woman’s Association of the
day. guests including Mr. and Mrs.
Congregational Church will meet in
Leon Flckett and family. Mr. and
Mrs. H. K Wolcott. Jr., and daugh the vestry Wednesday at 5 o'clock,
ter Nancy of Camden and Harry C. preceding the circle supper.
MacDonald of New London. Conn.
King Solomon's Temple Chapter,,
confers the Royal Arch degree
IN WINTER QUARTERS
Thursday night, and it will be thc
last work meeting of the year. A
The winter’s sleep of a black
35-cent supper will be served at 6 30.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Thursday for nomination and elec
tion of officers. There will be work
on quilts in the afternoon, the 6
o'clock supper being in charge of Mrs.
Maude Cables with an assisting com
mittee comprising Mrs Blanche
Shadie, Mrs. Mabel Richardson and
Mrs. Elizabeth Gregory. If not other
wise solicited members are asked to
take sweets.

The Lawry Weather Bureau, lo
cated on Talbot avenue hill, informs
The Courier-Gazette that the No
vember temperature averaged five
degrees colder than it did for the cor
responding month a year ago—37
above as compared with 42 above
It was the coldest November this
Bureau has known in its 22 years of
existence.
Mr. and Mrs Oliver Chilman and
son of Lewiston, Mr. and Mrs. Rolla
Gardner of Camden and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Gardner and family of
this city are regaling friends with an
account of their week's deer-hunting
trip at Whiting ln Washington
County. They saw quantities ol
game, and brought home a doe
weighing nearly 175 pounds, three
bucks and a lamb They occupied
two camps, one of which is the
property of Rollo Gardner.

A book chat item in Saturday's
issue, relating to Van Wyck Brooks,
author of “Thc Flowering of New
England" (now in its ninth edition),
caught the eye of Capt. and Mrs
G. E. Horton of Rockland Highlands.
They answer the question as to where
Mr. Brooks spent last summer. It
was in one of their cottages at
Stone's Point, Cushing, known as,
“Camp Bonito." In this ideal spot
Capt. Horton has added to his real
estate holdings by buying the adjoin
ing farm owned by Wilbur J. Morse.
“Camp Bonito" and “Camp Reposo"
will now have a new companion
known as "Camp Comfort.” Visit
ors call the place a modern Eden
Annual Pair, Methodist Church,
Rockland, Wed. Dec. 2. Chicken Pie
supper followed by entertainment in
evening. Public welcome.
142-144

and brown caterpillar was in
ti nupted yesterday by Thomas
Fleming at Peterson's uphalsterv
shop. Mr. Fleming was repair
ing an automobile seat when out
relied Mr. Caterpillar, apparent
ly dead to Ihe world. Tom placed
the hairy stranger on a newspa
per, placed the latter on a radi
ator and promptly forgot all
about the Incident. When he
re turned thc caterpillar Feminded one of a certain brand of
chewing gum. and was going
strong at last accounts.

S A NTASHEADQUARTEPS

Maynard Wiggin and Miss Ruth
Clark returning from Boston Sun
day were near witnesses of the au
tomobile crash on the Newburypou
Tlmpike when Albert Schwartz was
killed. Mr. Wiggin describes it as a
most gruesome spectacle.
The program of the Greater New
York December meeting “For Better
Dentistry,” to be held at the Hotel
Pennsylvania Dec. 7-11, contains the
name of Dr. Edward W. Peaslee,
among the clinicians. His Visual
Education Models, which created a
great deal of interest at the June
meeting of the Maine Dental Society
and at the Alumni Day Clinics at the
University of Pennsylvania, will be
shown on Friday, Dec. 11. Dr. Peas
lee plans to leave early next week

H. H. CRIE & CO
DETECTO
HEALTH SCALES

The W.C.T.U. meets Thursday at!
2.30 at the home of Mrs. Etta Stod
dard, 40 Grove street. Members will
note the change in time and place 1
The program will center about the1
Willard Centenary Star and a dem
onstration of the "Star" will be given
by six members. Special music will
be provided by Mrs Mildred Havener.
Miss Caroline F. Chase of Augusta,
recording secretary of the State W. C.
T. U. and director of the Centenary
Fund in Maine, will be the speaker.
Miss Chase is a professional teacher
of piano and well known in musical
circles. She is also active in church
and club work, has a charming per
sonality and reveals intense interest
ir every cause which she espo&es.
She will bring to her Rockland audi
ence the story of what National is
doing witli the Centenary Fund and
the large educational program being
planned. Anyone interested In the
work of the W.C.T.U. is invited to
atttend A social period will follow
the program, with opportunity to
meet Miss Chase. While in town.
Miss Chase will be guest of Miss
' Faith Berry.

The Rockland City Band, with 26
musicians on deck, resumed rehear
sals Sunday afternoon in the City
Government rooms. The band is be
ing directed by George A. Law, and
the prospects are for an organisa
tion of which Rockland will be in
creasingly proud.
This week at BurdeU's Dress Shop,
greatly reduced prices on Knit "Wear.
144-lt
BORN

Few things gives a youngster greater joy than
his first Red Cart

18 inch Cart,
Junior Size,
Big Brother Size,

.98
2.49
3.79

A Game Fur Old and Young

MOTORISTS, TAKE NO CHANCES!
DOUBLE EMERGENCY

TIRE CHAINS
No.
No.
No.
No.

XO,—4.50—4.75,
XI—5.00—5.25,
X2—6.00—6.50,
X3—6.75—7.00—7.50,

4.50
1.75

Also Many Others Not Listed

2
3
3
4

SUPER THERMO
ANTI FREEZE
Sealed Quart Cans,
Sealed Gallon Cans,

Boondoglin,
$1.00
Flinch,
.75 I Touring,
.75
Rook,
.75 I Poker Chips .50

Double 15 Dominoes,
Chess Men, set,

Be Prepared For Snow and Ice

G-MAN TOMMY GUN
21
8

Wind up long running motor
Pull trigger, rat-tat-tat—See the Sparks
Harmless

Take No Chances With Inferior Brands

SHOE SKATES

stock on hand

$2.95
WHITE SHOE SKATES
Popular for Misses and Ladies
^Professional Type

$4.95
ATTENTION-BOYS!
Canadian Type League Skates, two colored
leather, padded felt tongue, non-breakable
bex toe: built for a hard game.

Wood
$2.98
3.45
4.75
5.20
5.70
5.25
oki Boots, pair,
Ski Poles, pair
95c up
Prof. Model, pair
9.95
Ski Harness at Popular Prices

G-MAN AUTOMATIC
Long Running .Motor
Pull the trigger, hear the rat-a-tat
See Sparks—Harmless

Double Runnels, 49c pair

OUR DOG DEPARTMENT
LADDER TRUCK

SPRATT’S DOG FOOD
Charcoal Ovals, Plain Ovals

18 inches long. 6\ inches high
Bright Red Enamel

2 lbs 27c
Christmas Stacking
Assorted Dog Food and Booklet

TRICYCLES
Finished

in Bright Red, Blur or Green
Sized by front wheel

cans
Remember the Dog on Christmas

VANNAH—At New
England Baptist
Hospital. Boston. Nov. 28, to Mr and
Mrs George A. Vannah. formerly of
Rockland, a son. George A
HARVEY—At Rockland. Nov. 24, to Mr
and Mrs
William Harvey iRuth
Pendleton) a son. Wllllsm Augustus.

Russell Funeral Home

MONOPOLY

EVERY BOY WANTS A
CART

Ed Horne of Cooper's Mills, who
conducts one of the largest fur trad
ing posts in the State, furnished for
the Sunday Telegram the following
market quotations on furs: Mink
(dark 1 large $18, medium $22, small
$25; otter, large >33. medium $20.
small $15; fox (reds) large $6 50.
medium $5, small $3.50; raccoon, large
$8.50 (dark), medium $4.53, small
$3.50; weasel (white) large 75c, me
dium 50c. small 20c; muskrats, large
$1.50. medium $1.25. small $1; beaver,
extra large $15, large $1250, medium
$8.50. small $4.50; skunks, black $1.75,
short stripe $1.25. narrow stripe $1.20.
broad stripe 50c to 60c. Beaver, pro
tected by law. are quoted in the list.
This is due to the fact that certain
sections of the State are open to
beaver trapping at times under spe
cial order of the Fish and Game Com
missioner, who has authority to de
clare an open season when the ani
mals are found to be causing damage
to property through the construction
of dams which flood timberlands.
Each beaver skin taken from such
open localities must be stamped with
a State seal, costing $2 for each pelt.
The law requires that all beaver skins
shall be marked, or stamped, within
30 days from the closing of the open
period whether they are for sale or
not.
t

Three senior girls, June Cook
Rockland Lodge of Elks will hold
Flora Hooper and Eleanor Ames, gave
its annual memorial service next
a skating party at the Spanish Villn
Sunday night at 7 o'clock. Brother
Skating Rink Wednesday night. Over
Elisha W. Pike will deliver the ad
70 were present. Tlie prize skate was
dress and there will be music by Har
MARRIED
vey's Orchestra. Friends of the QUINN-MUNROE— At Rockland. Nov 28. won by Miss Hapworth and Mr. Mac- j
by Rev C. A Marstaller, Ernest H Alman. The circle skate for girl;;
members are Invited.
Quinn and Sadie V Munroe, both of
was won by Miss Hooper and for boys
Rockland
THIBAULT-GROVER — At Rockland. by Mr Childs. Those present: Elea
Nov 28, by Rev C. A Marstaller.
"Opportunity Farm." by Freida
Rene Thibault and Alice Grover, both nor Look. Barbara Orff. Rose MalMorrill the field secretary, will be of Rockland
burg. Shirley Stickeny. Vera Ames,
presented on the D.A.R. broadcast
Margaret Hussey, Geneva Hooper.
DIED
Wednesday at 1.45 p. m. from WLBZ.
Arlene Bobbins. Muriel McPiicc,
PEASE
—
At
Vinalhaven.
Nov
24.
Frank
This is a State institution for home
Pease, aged 72 years. 5 months. 21 days. Mary Havener. Vieno Kangas. Hatt.c
less boys and a subject which will Interment ln Bay View cemetery
WYMAN—At Waldoboro, Nov. 29. Addle Moon, Helvi Rivers. Dorothy Welch.
have many listeners, throughout the M. widow of William Wyman, aged Margaret Osier. Bernice Havenei.
State, interested in the welfare and 74 years. 8 months. 28 days Funeral Malzie Joy, Virginia Gray. Alice
Wednesday at 1 30 o'clock from resi
training of our future citizens.
dence. Interment ln Hillside cemetery
Hapworth, Lolita Knight, Priscilla
Bremen.
FOGG—At New York city. Nov 20. Dr. Robinson. Flora Hooper. Eleanor
John Smith Fogg, native of Biddeford,
Ames. June Cook. Albert Pease. Kent
aged 71 years, 9 months. 19 days.
Auxiliary S. U. V. Fair
Glover. Charles Dorgan, Fred Haul
G. A. R HALL
CARD OF THANKS
ing. Leighton White, Sterling More?,
I would like to thank all the friends
Wednesday, Dec. 2
and people especially the PWA workers Edward Childs. Fred Harden. Robert
APRONS.
UTILITIES.
GRABS who so willingly and kindly aided In the
Cfiandlbr. IGharles Mitchell. Gran;
COOKED FOOD AND CANDY’
search for my brother.
Maurice A Brown
Davis, Sid Harden. James Hanley.
BEANO
Vlnalhaven
•
Supper 6 o'clock
Ralph Gray. Stuart MacAlman Ed
win Smith. Oscar Malburg, Robert
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep apprecia Saunders. Freddie MacDonald, Wil
tion to the many friends and neighbors,
for the many kindnesses, and expres liam Hardy of Hope; from Camden..
sions of sympathy offered us In the
recent sickness and death of our aunt. Austin Rankin. Harold Wilbur. Eddi:
Mrs. Eliza Swears We especially wish to Dearborn. Frank Berry, George Pres
thank the staff at the Maine General
Hospital, and the many Portland friends, cott, Norman Marriner, Hartford
who helped us during her sickness.
Mr and Mrs. Warren E Brown. Med Brown; Tenant's Harbor. Austin
ford. Mass . Mrs. Annie Richards, Ston Kinney. Ted Caddy. Charles Kinney;
ington, Me
Rockport, Freddie Collins, Arthur
Turner, Ken Daucett. Byron Rider.
CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank all the merchants Ted Ames. Edward Noyes; boys home
of Rockland for the Interest In us at
AMBULANCE SERVICE the County Contest and especially A from college who came. Charles Mer
W Gregory for the beautiful banner he
so kindly gave and we were the happy ritt, David Hodgkins. Sam Glover,
winners. We do regret we did not have j Robert Crane, Edwin Edwards. Mr.
It the day of the contest so that all
j and Mrs. Fred Astaire acted as
the other clubs might have seen lt.
The Bristol Wlde-A-Wake 4-H Club. ! chaperones. The hostesses thank the
TEL. S62
Catherine Weeks. Margaret Prentice,
t CLAREMONT ST., ROCKLAND Elizabeth Weeks, Evelyn Weeks. Madelyn officials and Mr and Mrs. Astaire for
98tf Bryant. Shirley Herbert, Ethel Chap 1 the use of the rink.
man, Dorothy Roberts.

£

Attractive and Low Boy Design
Has easy reading scale
White, Ivory, Green—Accurate

HEAVY METAL AIRPLANE

Many Others In Stack

Blue Body, Red Wing
Body 20*a in. long; Wing Spread 18 in.

DOG BLANKETS
DOG HARNESS
LEASHES AND COLLARS
GLOVER'S REMEDIES IN STOCK
ASK FOR DOG BOOKLET

AGENTS FOR

DUMP TRUCK
Brighter, up that dark room for Christmas!
Dultex in Co’jts for Ceiling
Tintz for Walls and Woodwork
Trcdene and Trcdex for Floors
Mr. Archer, in charge cf thc paints, will be
glad ta answer your paint problems

17'2 inches long, rigid construction
Bright Red

MAKE YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
ON TIME

ALARM CLOCKS
All Styles
Many Patterns of Watches
Mickey Mouse Models

22 inches long, $1.00
Small sizes, 10c

Mail and Telephone Orders Filled

Elevator Service

H. H. CRIE & CO
SJ
S

HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS
ROCKLAND

v
328 MAIN STREET,

TELEPHONE 205

A
g
J

Friday night the Friendly Neigh
bors Club met at the home of Mrs.
Frank Lothrop to celebrate the birth
day of Mrs. Charles McKinney. It
was in the nature of a surprise and
surely surprised Mrs. McKinney who
suspected something, but thought it
was on one of the other memb‘'rs.
There were two beautiful birthday
cakes and numerous gifts. It was a
jolly party and expressed in a sin
cere and pleasant manner thc senti
ment of the club.

KNITTING WOOLS

WM?

A New England
Product, at attractive prices. Send
i* B f or free sample*
with knittinK hints.
Visit our yarn shop.

THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc
Concord Worsted MilLs
Concord, New Hampshire

144T&S13

Harold A. (Sumpter, alias Francis
Cummings escaped from the Kenne
bec County jail Saturday by leaping
through a window in the Sherllf's
office where he was conversing with
his attorney. Sumpter, who, with
John McKenzie. 30. of Quincy, Mass.,
was arrested at Damariscotta early
Monday morning following a break
at the Lincoln Theatre in that town,
was held to the grand jury at a
Municipal Court hearin at Wiscas
set the same day. McKenzie was
also held,

Ambulance Service

Morticians
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND
119-tf

I

Home

Every-Other-Day
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Heating

Hints

made up the other 49 percent. In- j
dividual family expenditures ranged
I from less than $200 to more than
[ $1700 a year.
j Twenty-one of the 71 women had j
< kept accounts for five years, and j
several had kept them still longer.
| The accounts when analyzed by the
j individual family answer some in- j
, terestlng and important questons1
such as these: Were our total ex
penditures for family living greater
or less last year than formerly? What
j caused the difference, a change in
, the number of persons in the family,
and children growing older and need
ing more, serious illness, vacation. I
unusual expenditures, changing our .
way of living or changing prices?
Did we spend our money for the j
things most worthwhile for our
family or for things unimportant to ,
health and happiness? Did our
family have adequate medical and
dental care? Did they have whole
some recreation? Did we give to the
| less fortunate?
Did our spending promote long
j time rather than brief satisfaction.
1 or was money dribbled away? Could ;
we have bought some items more ef
ficiently? Could we have produced I
more food and fuel and bought less.
Would it have been wise to save more ,
and spend less for family living? Or
the other way around? Was saving
at the
of
health,
development> or happ^?
I
____________

ROCKPORT

Right Out Of The Air

Mr. and Mrs Brainerd Paul and '
children and Mrs Maria Knight re
By R P SERVICE
turned to Llmington Friday after
spending the holiday with Mr. and
by JOHN BARCLAY, Heating Expert
Even the world's most celebrated than there are keys on his "pleated
Mrs. W. A Paul. They were accom
opera stars are subjected to the in piano.” He is taking his new job
formality with which Bing Crosby as a mythical newspaper editor very
panied by Mrs. Paul, who will remain
conducts the Music Hall when they seriously.
there for a visit.
appear as guest
When the kindling is burning
Ituilding Furnace Fire
Mr and Mrs. Myron Parker and
stars.
The
latest
••♦Floyd
Gibbons
ls
one
of
the
well, add fresh coal gradually. In
renowned singer few men on the radio who would
Is Easy Operation
son Myron of Searsport were holiday
this way you get a deep fire in
to doll her dig not find himself ln an embarrassing
little time—the kindling burning
and overnight guests of Mr. and Mrs
ft hen You Follow Few
nity temporarily position If he
the coal beneath it, and the fire,
Frank Rider.
and Join ln the lost hts script in
Simple Rules
in turn, igniting the coal above it.
fun - making of the middle of a
Mr and Mrs. Everett F Libby and
From time to time, add additional
I t's really no trick to build a
the broadcast broadcast. At a
daughter Katherine returned to
fuel until you have a solid, deep
I pood furnace fire quickly and
was Orete rehearsal of the
fire. When this is
easily.
Manchester. N. H Sunday after
Steuckgold. Sat ui day night
done, check your
Leave a layer
seven years with Speedshow, Gib
spending the holiday weekend at
Tarn Damper
dampers and close
ofashes about two
the Metropolitan bons was telling
wide ope>^
their camp Kayrock on Amesbury
the Ashpit Door.
inches deep spread
Opera For the . Vincent Lopez,
Should the kind
Hili.
on the grates.
second time band leader,
'■)
ling while igniting
Spread about two
ES check
within recent how he lost hls
Miss Florence Corthell returned
smoke a bit
damper
inches of coal over
months, ahe script while on
Sunday to Kittery, accompanied by
elated
through the fur
this layer of ashes.
Joined Bing ln !the air several
nace door crevices,
Bing Crosby
Over the coal,
her sister. Miss Ada Corthell, who will
singing a song years ago, and
it is due to the
place a generous
from one of his went on telling
remain with her for the winter while
chimney being
layer of kindling
pictures.
This time they sang hls story from
COAL
recuperating from a recent hospital
KINOIIM
cold and not pro
•—newspapers and
“
Learn
to
Croon.'
|
memory,
with

COAL
experience.
viding enough
light, dry wood.
out even slowing
Floyd Gibbons
ASMit
••• Robert Ripley ls Joining the down the speed
draft to carry off
The Turn
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
processon of radio stars moving from of hls voice. Lopez bet him he
the smoke. This is
Damper in the
Chapter O.E.S. will be held tonight
New York to Hollywood, but Bobs couldn't do lt again. So without
easily overSome
smoke pipe and
stay will be only for a week or two
by wadding a bit
the Ashpit Damp
looking at hls script. Gibbons told
at 8 o'clock.
er should be open wide. If the
of newspaper, lighting it, and in
hls story of the revolution ln Spain.
•••
Allie
Lowe
Miles
and
Sedley
Miss Katherine
Hamilton of
serting it into the Check Damper.
Ashpit Damper on your furnace
Brown, conductors of the "Husbands
Brunswick was guest Saturday at the
is in back, open it and also the
This heats the air, creating a
•••One
ot
the
high
spots
of
the
and Wives" broadcast, finally ex
Ashpit Door in front. This as
draft in the flue pipe and chim
Phil Baker program Sundays over
home of Mrs. Emma Torrey.
plained every- CBS
sures maximum draft and quick
ney and carries the smoke away,
is Ed
thing,
and
got
Miss Ruth Orbeton returned Sun
ignition.
Smalle's Seven
I 6"s~ Three”girT
day to Gorham after passing the
' »nd f0Uf meri
1 Thanksgiving recess at her home
trouble A man , one 0, ra
candles. Tip ends with silver or gift
here.
If you must decorate them. Bayng that while ! dio 8 greatest ar
rangers
provide
Winfield Kingbt and family were
berry leaves tucked ln a little bag
s he was at his of a n interesting
.By Jan«l Houston.
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs A. E
may be used when ironing. They are
w**
fH flee one Tuesday contrast in the
night hls wift comedy routines
Gross ln Camden
waxy, and heat melts the wax and
Y
Jr
.hought she rec- ol Baker. Beetle
WARREN
cleans the iron. Someone may ap
Mr. and Mrs. John Porter Hen
1 tnlzed hls voire and Bottle The
preciate a few little bags of leaves
>n the “Hus seven singers
nings of Portland were guests for the
Walter Perry returned Sunday to
sands a no and Smalle have
for just this purpose.
weekend of Mr. and Mrs. H. O Heis
Portland after spending the holiday
Wives" broadtad.
-jinSiw—Mimi 11 in— cast, explaining worked togethei
weekend
with
his
parents.
Mr.
and
Pine cones, either treated or plain,
for more than
In connection with the meeting of
■*
now he had 18 months ano
Mrs.
Arthur
L.
Perry.
make a welcome gift for the city
Allie Lowe Miles stopped his wife have built up a
Fred A. Norwood WR..C. Dec. 18
Ann
Seton
Miss Bertha Starrett of Malden,
friend who has a fireplace. Put the
from talking too large following.
there will be a Christmas tree. Each
much "1 was at my office all the Ann Seton is one of the girl vocal
cones in a colorful green, yellow, or Mass , has returned from a visit at
member attending is asked to take
Mme."
he
wrote,
"and
can't
you
red tarltan or mosquito net bag. her home here
please write my wife that It wasn't ists.
a gift, also pop corn and candy. An
Then tie with a silver bow. a cone
The Help One Another Circle of
me on the air." Mrs Miler obliged
interesting program is being ar
•••It takes Stoopnagle severa.
tucked in it. A bundle of salt water Kings Daughters wfll meet Tuesday
•• That rumor that the Voice oi hours to write the one-minute
ranged.
MERICAN housewives — please
wood isn't bad either. When burned night with Mrs Ella Caler.
Experience was considering drama- melodrama he and Budd enact at
The Christmas sale and supper of
copy! The French are particu
tizing the prob- the opening ol
the flames give an assortment of
Mrs. John MacDonald motored
the Methodist Ladies' Aid will be
lar to have the right utensil and
lems
on
his
prothf
Sunday
beautiful colors. Balsam fir tip Friday with Mrs. J. Herbert Oould
proper implement for each culinary
held Wednesday at the church ves-1
tram Is 100 per shows °ver NBC
pillows are fragrant and welcomed of Camden, to Portland and Cape
job—and use kitchen scissors fre
cent false. The Although the
try. Supper from 5.30 to 7.
quently. This pair has one notched
by many. Monks cloth of neutral Elizabeth where they spent the day
Voice feels that sketches ar.
Mrs. Cora Upham, Miss Marlon
blade which makes it practical for
i
o
attempting
limited
to
6(
color, linens or coarse crash in tans with Mrs Roy Spear
separating the joints of a fowl and
Upham and Mrs. Orra Burns of Har
to dramatize a seconds, they
or
greens
make
the
most
suitable
Mrs.
Flora
Jones
ls
at
the
Maine
cutting off a fish head neatly. In
problem it Is must have com
bor Light Chapter attended Friday
cidentally, when you bake a whole covers. A pine tree design made with General Hospital in Portland for
necessary to Plete dramatic
the inspection of Golden Rod Chap
fish, preheat the oven of your gas
soft wool in a cross stitch pattern is observation. Her daughter Mrs May
make changes to j structure ano
range to 350 degrees Fahrenheit,
ter In Rockland.
the
plots
must
aid dramatic
sufficient decoration.
Little is remaining in Portland this
then brush the fish with melted fat,
Rev and Mrs. John Hyssong and
structure and be as (oolprooi
• • • •
week to be near her. In the party
place in an oiled pan or one con
this be refuses as a full length
family and guests. Mr. and Mrs. Bat
A squatty can. painted to match a that went Saturday with Mrs. Jones,
taining >oiled cooking parchment;
skit.
to do. He takes
bake at the given temperature for
ten, daughters Dorothy, Leona and
kitchen color scheme, filled with all were Mrs. Chester Wallace. Mr and
every problem
from 15-18 minutes per pound. Fish
•••Lou Silvers
Martha and son Clarence, of New
j
sorts
of
fascinating
cookies,
a
fruit
that comes to
Mrs Clifford Carroll, and Mrs. Little.
needs no searing.
musical director
him
Just
as
it
is.
port,
N. J„ dined Thanksgiving Day
cake
or
steamed
pudding,
wrapped
in
Mrs Alice Knights. Priscilla Hast
• • • •
Voice of
He doe-, no edit- of Radio Thea- Colonel Stoopnagle
with Mr. and Mrs Henry Tominski.
cellophane
tied
with
a
bit
of
pine
ings
and
Nathalie
McKinley
passed
lng
and
refuses
f
tr®.
and
Vic
Experience
Christmas gifts already? Certainly,
Delmont Ballard has resumed his
to make any Young, who directs the orchestra on
if you want to make your own this with a cone, a box of delicious home the holiday in Thomaston with Mrs
changes—and hence ls certain the the weekly Chateau show, follow al
duties
at Worcester Academy after
made
candy,
candied
cranberries
for
Alida
Simmons.
year, it's none too early to be look
problems he deals with could not be most identical routines. Both have
passing the holiday recess with his
Mr. and Mrs. Austin K. Kalloch
ing for ideas, says (Mrs. Rena Camp the tree, a jar of popcorn ready to
to dc plenty ot arranging and some
dramatized.
parents. Mr and Mrs. W L Ballard.
composing for their radio programs
bell Bowles. Extension home indus pop. string for decoration or to eat passed the holiday with Mr. and Mrs
••• Phil Baker has contacted more and both hold down big musical jobs
Much needed repairs are being
tries specialist. University of Maine. on Christmas evening, gingerbread O. B. Kalloch in Rockland.
newspaper men in the past month In the movies.
men
wearing
gay
neckties
of
frost

made
on the interior of the Masonic
The
crew,
employed
by
the
Warren
It's often a gift from the kitchen or
hall.
Woods that pleases most, she con ing for the younger members of the Telephone Co., to erect the 1000 feet•
Clayton Smith, principal of thc
tinues. Real thought, effort and family, bring joy to those who receive Of aerial cable about the village, has ley Bowley. aprons; Mrs Rena Stev cal degree from the University of
originality are involved on the part them. These gifts come from friends returned, after spending the holiday ens, candy; Mrs. Anna Starrett, New York and Bellevue Hospital. He Grammar School has returned from
loops for the grabs; Mrs Bessie Beane, vegetables was the author of several genealogi Millbridge where he spent the holi
of the giver. For 1936 why should we who have planned for the Christmas at their homes
They have used time,; cabie are being put up. but there has Public supper will be served at 6 un cal, and historical publications. Prior day recess with hls family.
not make less expensive but more season
thought and originality for the gift
a delay in placing the cable lt- der supervision of Mrs. Ilda Russell. to 1901 he was American and
Mr and Mrs. Howard A. Simonton
original gifts?
in the box which bears the label “Do self, because it has not as yet arrived.
• • * •
The comedy entitled "The Meddle European metropolitan newspaper and child of Detroit. Mich., are visit
One might look around for attrac not open until Xmas.
Mrs. Ralph Norwood and daughter some Maid” will be presented at correspondent for the New York ing his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
tive glass bowls, or round or long, low
Sally were guests Saturday of Mrs Town hall at 7.45. under direction of Herald He served In the medical mond L Simonton.
Maine farm women who kept
pottery dishes, that often can be
Mrs. Edna Moore. Miss Annie Star department U. S. A. in 1898 ln the
Schools including the Ballard
Albert Grover in Rockland.
found for ten or 25 cents. The glass household accounts last year found, Mrs. Nora Russell fell on Buxton rett and Mrs. Corinne Perkins. In Spanish American War. and in the Business School resumed sessions
bowl with a cover is just perfect for that the farm provided one-half of! Hill Saturday afternoon sustaining a the cast will be Edwin Kenrick and Philippine Insurrection 1899. to 1902. Monday after the holiday recess.
the partridge vine with Its red ber the family living, says Miss Edna M. i fracture of her right arm near the Dr. Blake Annis of Rockland; Donald He was discharged for disabilities as
The annual election of officers of
ries. Put some moist moss in the Cobb. Extension home management j shoulder. The bone was set at Knox Ward of Thomaston; Miss Mildred Captain in 1902. following which he the Fred A. Norwood W.R.C., will be
bottom, twine the vine around in the specialist. University of Maine.
Hospital and Mrs. Russell returned Spear. Herbert K. Thomas, Mrs. Shir made his home in Biddeford, and held Friday night. It is hoped that
Seventy-one women kept complete (
bowl, put on the cover, tie with a red
a large number of members will be
1 Sunday to the home of Mrs. Ilda ley Bowley. Earle Moore. Miss Chris devoted his time to writing.
He had been ill in New York City present.
bow and a sprig of fir; and some accounts of all family.expenditures, Russell where she is staying for a tine Starrett, Mrs. Nancy Clark and
for the past year.
friend will have a long lasting gift and had their accounts audited and time.
Miss Annie Starrett.
John McGregor of Newton, Mass.,
summarized by the Extension Ser
He was a member of the Society of spent the holiday weekend with his
for the winter months.
The pay raise of 10% to the 120
"The Meddlesome Maid" as one may
vice. The summary of all these ac
• • • •
employes in Georges River Mills to. guess, centers about a maid in a pri Colonial Wars. Spanish War Veter daughter Mrs. Edna Robbins.
Bayberry bushes grow abundantly counts revealed that the farm take effect Dec. 14. follows in line , vate home who gets confused in ans, Sons of the American Revolu
along the Maine coast. Collect some furnished 51 percent of the family with mills over the State. Howeverj
Religious Education Program
names much to the discomfiture of tion, Society of the Army of the
while out for a walk. Hunt up an old living in the form of homegrown officials of Georges River Woolen
The Knox County Council of Re
the household, there being too many Philippines, The Maine Genealogi
candle mold (grandmother used food, fuel and the use of the dwelling 'Mills should here have a word of
by the name of "Dolly" in the house. cal society, and the Maine Historical ligious Education will meet Friday
them, get a ba>4x>rn-candle recipe! houre. Food and clothing purehased.
The part of this maid, so busily list Society. He received a gold medal at the Methodist Church with ses
from your library or elsewhere and , education, gifts, charity, pleasure and j
among
the
first
to
adopt
the
NRA
ening at keyholes, and overhearing from the Sons of the American sions at 2 and 7.15.
make a supply of fragrant bayberry 1 other items for which cash was paid
The afternoon program will con
and later when the act was con all kinds of conversation, is taken by Revolution in recognition for his
sist of: Devotions. Rev. J. W. Hys
sidered unconstitutional by the Miss Christine Starrett. What she services in the Philippines.
Among souvenirs which he kept, song; greetings, Rev. Z. Andrews;
Supreme Court, officials of these tells her mistress. Mrs Winthrop, the
was a check for 100 pounds, for a response Rev. H. A. Welch, presi
mills
did
not
cut
the
pay.
nor
in

part
taken
by
Mrs.
Shirley
Bowley,
o
crease the hours of work as so many surely stirs up a storm in the house story sold to the New York Herald, dent; business; special music; tem
mills did.
hold, and poor Mr. Winthrop, played which followed him about Europe, perance demonstration by pupils of
RATES:
by Herbert Thomas, has to take the finally being mailed to Dr. Fogg's the public school, Mrs. Clara Emery.
Single
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Bridge Under Construction
home in Biddeford, and received County Supt. of Alcohol Education
OoubiebiMBAlt
blame.
Work was begun today on the
there by him.
ln charge; round table discussion.
Finally the law, wtlh Dr. Annis as It,
AIL ROOMS with |ATR
building of a safe temporary bridge
Mrs. Fogg and her son, John make Rev. H I. Holt, in charge; roll call of
500
R
ooms
comes
into
the
house
to
unravel
the
Specal w»«Uy ratU
over the Georges River, on the middle
their home here with Mrs. Annie schools; supper hour, visitors taking
mysterious proceedings. For ingenue
road to Union, by Stewart & Wil
Spear.
basket lunch, the local church fur
lead. Miss Mildred Spear plays op
RADIO
liams. contractors of Augusta, to
nishing coffee.
posite Edwin Kenrick. Donald Ward
SERVIDOR
whom the contract for the construc
Evening session. 7.15 opening
MARTINSVILLE
TUB’•• SHOWER
is the chauffeur who is In love with
tion of a permanent bridge in this
hymn; business with election of offi
the maid; his friend, Mrs. Nancy
spot? was awarded some weeks ago.
Clark; a young wife, Miss Annie Leslie Hupper has returned from cers; devotions, Miss Amy G. Sher
with the provision of a temporary
man leader; special music; address,
Starrett; and smooth salesman, Earle a visit in Boston.
bridge for winter use be built first.
*’ NORTH STATION
Harold
Hupper and
Edward "The Hammers Break; God's Anvil
Moore.
It is estimated that the building of
STTRAIN' teyour ROOM
Instrumental music before the play Chaples are deer hunting ln Wash Stands," Rev. Cymbrid Hughes, Au
the temporary bridge will take but
gusta; hymn and benediction.
and
between the acts will be fur ington County.
a few days at most. The location is
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wallace
Watts
are
on
on the site of the floating bridge nished by Miss Adelle Feyler at the
a motor trip to New York city. En
SPRUCE HEAD
built in May by Middle Road resi piano. Roland Berry violin, and Har
route they will visit relatives in
old Overlook drums.
dents.
A pleasant Thanksgiving party was
After the play a dance will be given Orange. Mass., and Portland.
( Following the construction of the
The “63ers" were delightfully en enjoyed at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
in Glover hall.
!
temporary
bridge,
work
will
begin
FLORIDA
tertained Wednesday by Miss Esther Melvin Cline where guests were thelr
• • • •
on the permanent structure of two
Monaghan and Mrs. Harding Coid children and families. Mr. and Mrs.
Dr.
John
S.
Fogg
| 50 foot spans of steel, piling on each
at the latter's home At five tables John Olsen and daughter 8elma of
j end, and rock pier in the centre. The
Of local interest is the notice of
high scorers were Maurice Simmons Cape Elizabeth Light Station; Mr.
planking will be placed edgewise as the death Nov. 20 in New York city
and Dr. Wass. Misses Hazel Feero and Mrs. James Elwell, son Robert
' on the long bridge at WiscassetConvenient to all points of interest—Modem in every way.
of
Dr.
John
Smith
Fogg,
71,
of
Bidde

and Agnes Low will be hostesses at and daughter. Shirley; Mr and Mrs.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches,
Total cost of the building and
Ralph Cline and children, Olive.
which surround the hotel. Many rooms with private balconies.
material will be $17,000, all of which ford, husband of Mrs. Wilhelmina the next gathering.
Miriam and Ralph, and Mrs. FranOcean
View
Grange
recently
en

Spear
Fogg
of
this
town.
A
thumb
with the exception of $2800 which
cena Bennett, 90. Pour generations
i this town furnishes, comes from nail sketch of his life says that he joyed a Thanksgiving program, with
June ts
were represented.
Booklet
a
turkey
supper
being
an
appropriate
was
born
in
Biddeford,
Jan.
31,
1865
’ Federal Flood Relief Funds. A fill
October
on
will be made at each end of the son of John Smith and Mary Trafton part of the occasion.
REQUIEM
Hotel
Application
W. A. Simmons, W H. Harris and
bridge, which iwill (be placed on the (Jellison) Fogg. He lineally des
Maselynn
(Por The Courier-Oazette)
Rodney
Simmons
have
returned
from
cended
from
the
first
settlers
of
site of the Starrett bridge.
Stamfora
Miss—one little word.
Corner Second Street
But what a depth lt holds;
The crew will be secured from the Scarboro, Kittery, and Biddeford, deer hunting in Washington County
DeL Co.
H. II. Mase
Qone—one little word.
Portsmouth, and Hampton, N. H At Clyde Stanley ls visiting friends In
N. T.
Rockland Re-employment office.
and First Avenue
Manager
The meaning rends the soul.
Portsmouth. Aug. 3, 1914. he was Portland.
• •• •
Moderate Rates
Uncle
Ellie, lovable and gay.
Rebekahs To Hold Fair
married to Miss Wilhelmina T. Spear Jaspar Balano of Bates College is
Has Journeyed the heavenly way
Dining Room Service Unsurpassed
only
daughter
of
Mrs.
Annie
(Atkins)
Where
love and Justice reign
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Hup
Mystic Rebekah Lodge will hold a
Throughout Eternal Day.
fair, supper and a three-act plav Spear of Warren, who survives him. per.
We ll miss you. Uncle Ellie
Thursday, the fair to be at 2 o'clock One son John was born to them in
Your glad smile—Jolly fun;
1915.
These words come from Eagle—
in I.O.O.F. hall.
We’ll miss you, every one.
L
WKot'S
Tables will be in charge of Mrs. Dr. Fogg received a degree at
-I
Mrs Wilbert Gove
Eagle.
i
Nancy Clark, fancy work; Mrs (Shir Bowdoin College in 1891, and a medi

KITCHEN AIDS
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COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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1

2

3

M

5

14

13

6

7

15

17

9

IO

19
22

2i
sw
2b

25

24

31

i

29
1 34

41

41

43

47

4&

44

45

s)

4b

1
1

So

sw
52

51

54

55

bC

bl

b5

bb

be

&

39

J0

40

J

r

W
20

sss 27

37

3b

W 23

z

ii

32

57

5b

b2

1

Ideal Resort Holel

1

I

58

b3

b4

b7

b9

r

HORIZONTAL
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
1-Chart
53-Witty sayings
4-Famous palace in
55-A beverage
England
57-Dozes
10-Grassy meadow
30- Pool
13-Homeless wanderer 31- Correct
)3-Shower
15-Clty in Florida
16- Poet
'5-Part of the eye
17- Fatigue
73-Tears
18- Picture longer than :7-A number
wide
)3-Lace fabric
19- Tart
59-Checks
20- Plural of datum
70-Crimson
22- A liquid measure
(abbr.)
VERTICAL
23- Greek god of war
•
25-Girl's name
1- Small rug
27-Makes lace
2- Dry
30-Part of the head
3- Klnd oi rubber
33- Explosive missile
5- Mischievous child
34- Boy's name
6- FalIs between United
36-Feminine of tsar
States and Canada
38-A skin disease
7- Famous American
40- Prong
editor
41- Large lake
8- Fused, as metal
42- Loiterers
9- Grease
45-A workshop (Fr.)
10- Net fabric
47- A compass point
11-Greek goddess
(abbr.)
12- Augment
48- Revolved
14-Greek lettor
49- Diminutivo suffix
16-Hinders
50- Scottish language
121-Prefix. Against
51- Large plant

70

VERTICAL (Cont.)
23- Suffix. An agent
24- Decldes
’6-Fall to prosecute, as
a suit
?8-Long, tapering tube
(Chem.)
?9-0rder of web-footed
birds (Ornith.)
11-Pertalning to Asia
32-Set in a row
'4-Ancient Persian coin
>5-Sprite of the air or
water (Myth.)
37-Register (abbr.)
39-Combining form. Far
43- Makes a mistake
44- Ocean vessel
45- Waits upon
16-Paradise
50-Terminates
52-Gain
53-Opening in the (kin
54- One
56-Smooth (Phon.)
58- Couple
59- A trigonometrical
term
60- Fasten
61- Arrive (abbr.)
62- Director Supplies
Transport (abbr.)
64-Boy’s name

A

(Solution to previous puzzle)

NORTH WALDOBORO
Mr. and Mrs Charles Walsh ot
Flanders Corner passed Thanksgiv
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Eugley
in West Waldoboro.

Mrs. Florence Smith has employ
ment at the ihome of Mrs. Feltin.
Pemaquid.
Mr and Mrs D. O. Stahl were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. John L
Stahl in Camden.

Joan Burnheimer who attends Bates
College was at home for the holiday
weekend.

WASHINGTON MAN FINED

Clarence Shuman ana Hollis Orfl
Operating three slot machines in
are engaged in chopping wood for • defiance of the law and notifications
Burnheimer Bros.
from the sheriff, Willard Ware of
Mrs. Margaret Newbert and daugh Washington found himself before
ter Phyllis visited Thursday after Recorder Otis in Municipal Court
Saturday. He was found guilty and
noon with Geneva Eugley.
paid a fine of $50. The arrest was
made by Deputy Sheriffs Ernest
Gray and Robert Linscott.

Diaper rash,chafinq.eczema itchinqeased at once by pure.mild

READ THE APS
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Call in and let us show you our beautiful
line of

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

MIAMI’S

'2.

II

lb

I

18

20

30

b

No finer cards are offered anywhere at
these prices

12for$1.00‘°50forS1.00
PEERLESS CHRISTMAS FOLDERS
Designs definitely new . . exquisite stock . . smart
folder style . . ..made to order.

50 of one design,

$1.00

50 assorted, 4 designs,

$1.25

With envelopes to match, and including
your name on each card

HOTEL

We do not send samples by mail

GRALYNN

Now is the time to buy while the stock is

complete
Postage 10c additional on each box
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For Digestion's Sake
• • .Smoke Camels

CT A D theatre

Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Shorey have
been passing a few days at thelr home
in Surry.
SHOWS START AT 8.00 P. M.
Guy I. Waltz has returned from
TUESDAY, DEC. 1
Waterville where he has been sing
ing at evangelistic services.
“Ladies In Love”
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Spear and Miss
JANET GAYNOR
Dorothy Spear have been guests of
CONSTANCE BENNETT
LORETTA YOUNG
relatives in Warren.
SIMONE SIMON
Louis Burns of Boston passed the
holiday here with his mother, Mrs.
THURSDAY, DEC. 3
Fannie Burns. She returned with
HE delightful effect of smoking digestion off to a good start and make
“Star For a Night”
him.
JANE DARWELL,
Camels with your meals and after the perfect ending to a meal. When
The December meeting of the Bap
Good digestion helps
CLAIRE TREVOR j tist Missionary Society will be post- j
wards has been proved again and again
you enjoy Camels, you are rewarded
SATURDAY, DEC. 5
pened until Dec. 11 on account of the
in the great laboratory of human ex with an increased flow of digestive
bring a sense of well-being perience. Explorers, champion athletes, fluids — alkaline digestive fluids — so
“Rhythm On the Range” absence of the president, Miss Helen ’
A. Jones.
people in hazardous outdoor work, as important to good digestion. And you
BING CROSBY,
Mrs. John Burnheimer. Mrs. Leola
and contentment
FRANCES FARMER
well as millions of rpen and women in can enjoy Camels as often as you like!
Oliver, Mrs. Dora H. Yorke and Miss
Matinee 2.30 P. M.
homes and offices, find that Camels get Camels don’t get on your nerves.
Grace A. Yorke were in Portland
Special: $10 given away each
Friday.
Saturday night in three prizes;
Copnl«ht. ItM, R. J. fUrnol.U TobM-co ( ompMir. Winston-Halon. N. O.
Arthur Achorn. Arthur Wentworth,
third prize this week is $2.
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Amos
Achorn
ana
'
143-144
three children were Thanksgiving I
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Went- |
worth.
..
'
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Levensaler are
CASTINE NORMAL
in South Eliot where they will pass
(By Ermo Scott)
several weeks.
Thanksgiving guests of the S. H.
Westons were Mr. and Mrs. L. T.
In announcing the honor roll for
Weston, Mr. and Mrs. K. K. Weston
the fall mid-semester Monday, these
and Miss Alice Lewis of Wiscasset.
students were listed;, Seniors, Edith
Miss Thelma Flagg, who teaches in
Fitzpatrick of Stonington, Pauline the High School,, was at her home tn
Goss of Acton, Alice Huff of Dan Nobleboro for the Thanksgiving re
forth, Margaret McNeil of Matta- cess.
Mr. and Mrs. Clfford Swanson and
wamkeag. Marguerite Mehann of Old
son Clifford have been guests for a
Tofrn and Marjorie Merryman of few days of Mrs. Swanson's brother.
Brunswick; juniors, none; freshmen, Daniel Jackson.
Celia Butterfield. Danforth. Margaret
Deep in the jungle fastness
Announcement has been made of'
Howdry of Castine and Edwin Young the marriage of Miss Arietta Maloney
of Central America amid
of Aurora. The five highest stu and Richard A. Flagg by Rev. John E.
the ruins oi a lost city . . .
dents in school were ln rank order, Besant of Jefferson. Mrs. Flagg, who [
Lawrence T. K. Griswold {right}
Margaret Mehann. Alice Huff, Celia is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey I
has headed expeditions to Tibet,
Butterfield. Edith Fitzpatrick and Maloney of Cushing, resides here with
Komodo, the Amazon, and the lost
Margaret McNeil.
her sister, Mrs. Percy Moody, and is
cities of the ancient Mayas. He lists
• • • •
employed in the offlee of Judge Harold
Camels as one of the necessities on
. Mrs. Kathleen W. Bartlett is em R. Smith. Mr. Flag is the son of j
the trail. "At best, eating in thc
ployed at the school for a few days. J Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Flagg of
jungle is no picnic,” says Griswold.
"Tve found that smoking Camels is
• • • •
Nobleboro. and is employed at Moody's
an aid to my digestion. Camels case
Mrs. Susan S. Hadlock, school f Cabins.
tension and give me a ’lift’ in en
secretary, is taking her annual vaca- j
ergy when I need it most. They
tion of two weeks. Mr. and Mrs
TENANT S HARBOR
never get on my nerves.”
Hadlock are spending the time in
and around New York City. She re
Sports-Minded Students
turns to work. Nov. 30.
The Outing Club of St. George
• • • •
High School recently gave a suppe.Camels are made from finer, MORE
Principal Hall organized another for its members at Port Clyde
Camel Cigarettes bring you a FULL HOUR'S ENTERTAINMENT! Benny Goodman’s "Swing” Band
HOLLYWOOD
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS -Turkish and
in the several popular fall and win- i Library. Several were present and
...George Stoll's Concert Orchestra...Hollywood Guest Stars...and Rupert Hughes presides! Tuesday
ter picnics on Saturday. With 14 I previous to the meal, enjoyed a hike
Domestic—than any other popular brand
RADIO TREAT! —9:30 pm E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T., over WABC-Columbia Network.
students, the day was spent on the through the village of Port Clyde, led j
water and at a camp directly across by Miss R. Hazel Feero.
home; Mrs. Nina Johnston and famthe river from the town. Students | .During the supper, songs were
RAZORVILLE
SOUTH HOPE
WASHINGTON
NORTH HAVEN
MICKIE SAYS—
! liy ln Waldoboro.
making the trip were Ruby Little- j sung, among them the Outing Club J
field. Laura Dickey. Patricia Walker, song. Miss Crockett favored with a i Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman and
Mr. and Mrs Frank Poland of Mal
Mrs Edith Overlook passed the
Mr atyd Mrs. Clayborn Stickney
Mrs. Earl Norwood and infant
»
Arlene Jordan, Bernice Hinckley, solo, her selection being an old fa- j Mr. and Mrs. Irven Stone spent
den, Mass., were in town over the daughter have
THERE AlkfT WO MYSTERY
returned home after weekend at the J. L. Howard home were visited the holiday by their
' holiday.
Barbara Carpenter, Elaine Lancaster. vorite entitled "Springtime in the J Thanksgiving Day with relatives in
afout Acn/ERrisiwq-s.,
daughter of Rhode Island.
being cared for at the home of Mrs in Union.
ITS JEST TEU-IWG FOLKS BOUT
Phyllis Smart. Betty Smart, Charles Rockies.” Helen Anthony was at the Vinalhaven.
A generous sprinkle of snow has
Evening
Star
Grange
held
ite
flrst
Chloe
Mills.
what v'got to Sell aup
Thanksgiving was pleasantly ob made tracking deer easy and many
Hulbert. Byron Eaton, Mildred Mor piano Following the supper, some of ' Mr. and Mrs. John Lermond will
day meeting recently. It proved to
WHY THEY SHOULD BUY FROM
Mr. and Mrs. W D. Heath were
rison, and Emma Hanson.
YOU- KIW THEY 0e AUV
be a profitable and enjoyable affair. guests Sunday afternoon of Mrs. served here by family visits and hunters are out in full force. The
the members hiked to Martinsville start for Florida this week.
• • • •
ARGUMENT ABOUT WHETHER
Grange hall to enjoy dancing.
Jesse Linscott has been appointed Heath's daughter. Mrs Joseph Cas friendly calls: Mr. and Mrs. Bert number of deer tagged to date totals
Florent Arey is employed by Allen
"THAIS' GOOD FER YOUR.
Mr. Scott and Miss Bills spent
The committee in charge of the Co. at Mullen's Head.
scoutmaster for the local troop.
ram Hayward of Brownville and 17.
sidy of Owl's Head.
Tuesday and (Wednesday visiting! menu was: Pauline Thompson. Helen
Mrs. Nettle Brann of Cooper's Mills
Arthur Johnston of South Portland, Miss Dorothy Carver is making a Arthur Johnston of Portland were at
Mr and Mrs. Golden MacDonald i
schools in Benton. Albion, Troy. Her Anthony, and Celia Wall; waitresses
has been visiting his grandparents,' few days' visit with her mother, Mrs. A. E Johnston's; Mrs. Maud Howard was guest Thursday of her son, L.
and
friends
were
Rockland
visitors
1
mon. Plymouth, Prospect. Frankfort Viletta Chadwick. Virginia Condon
P. Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Johnston.
Margaret Carver in Rockport
at Odell Bowes'; Sanford Jones at
and Stockton. Friday afternoon they Verena Davis and Josephine Thomp- j Wednesday.
Emery Turner passed Thanksgiving
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hayward and
Mr and Mrs. Frank Sampson passed ’
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Heald were Alton Wellman's; Pitt Calkin of Bos
were in Sedgwick and Brooklin son.
with his son Mahlon Turner.
the
holiday
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilj
daughter
Joan
passed
the
holiday
!
callers
Sunday
at
the
home
of
A.
W.
Students from the senior class are
Those present were: Virginia O#nMr. and Mrs. Angelo Howard are
ton with his famiy here; Mr. and
' with Mrs. Hayward’s parents.
Heath.
acting as substitutes in these schools don, Priscilla Robinson, Sylvia Kulju, i liam ISampson.
Mrs. Bennett Overlook of Lincoln. being congratulated on the birth,
while the regular teacher is taking Geraldine Sprague. Carmine Smalley, i Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Carver and
Miss Mary Humes who ha> employ- j A large buck deer was shot Monday R I., at C. E. Overlook's; Mrs. Geor Nov. 21, of a daughter at Knox Hos
special work at the Castine Normal Catherine Caven, Marion Larson. son of Plainfield, N. J., Jeanette
ment in Augusta was home over thc near Stephen Gillette's residence by
gia Bowman at the Harold Linscott pital.
, weekend
School campus.
a Rockland resident.
Jean Campbell. Charlotte Jones. Crockett and E. Bower were visitors
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. H B. Cunningham
Those from here who attended the<
Hilda Makinen, Viletta Chadwick. Thursday at the home of friends and j
entertained at a Thanksgiving din dance Friday in West Rockport were
Miss Mary Bills is on 10 days leave Edith Holmberg. Marjorie and Celia relatives on the island.
of absence for business reasons.
ner party.
Mr. and Mrs. iHarland Gregory and
Mr. and Mrs. W C. Wellman. Mrs.
Wall. Arlene Falla Josephine and
• • • •
Pauline Thompson Helen Anthony, children, Mrs. Orrie Woodworth and
Floyd Ludwig has employment Josie Robbins, Charlotte Robbing,
By adjusting the class schedule for Verena and Agnes Davis, Doris Wood, Miss Goldie Firth passed Thanksgiv
with the Central Maine Power Co. in Daniel Bowley and Robert Crabtree.
Wednesday, school was closed at 2:15 Helen Matson, Gladys Jacobson, ing with Mrs. Neal Burgess and son
Augusta.
Miss Edna Carver visited Monday
At the first nasal irritation or sniffle,
p. m., allowing ample time for all Muriel Lowe. Margaret Troupe, Ar Fletcher.
Friends of Archie Lenfest are con with her aunt, Mrs. Marcellus Tay
apply Vicks Va-tro-nol-just a few drops
students and faculty to leave campus lene Coolbroth, Betty Imlach, and
Foy Brown and Philip Brown have
gratulating him on his recent mar lor.
up each nostril. Used in time, it helps
ln time to get to their various desti Agnes C. Holgerson.
returned, deer laden, from a hunt
Among those from this town who
riage.
prevent many colds entirely.
nations on Wednesday evening.
were
in
Rockland
Sunday
were
Mr.
ing trip in the vicinity of Surrey
Minot Lenfest of North Washing• • • •
Now is the time to order Rytex Ashland was the stamping ground
I ton was a business caller at the vil- and Mrs. W. L. Taylor, Edith Dunbar.
The Castine Lions Club took the Printed Stationery for Christmas giv for a group of gunners composed of
Eugene Dunbar, Ruby Merrifield.
folk University, was at home for jilage recently.
Inter-Coastal Bell, awarded to the ing ... $1.00 a box, postage 10 cente. Floyd Duncan, Frank Sampson. Neil
Harry Merrifield, Charles Merrifield.
REGULAR SIZE 30c
. . DOUBLE QUANTITY SOc
____
Thanksgiving
i
Mrs. Maud Howard was ThanksClub with the highest percentage of See the latest samples at The Courier- Burgess, Thorne Dyer. Harry Crockett
Mrs Margaret Bowley , daughters
Clarence
Waterman.
Jr.,
has
em-|
giving
guest
of
her
brother.
Odell
membership present at the annual Gazette.
Lucy and Laura, and Olive Campbell.
and Kenneth Gillis.
ployment with Swift & Co. in Rock Bowes.
meeting, from the Bucksport Club
Mr. and Mrs Charles Taylor and
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Wooster and land.
Mrs. Arial Linscott is much imlast Thursday night. With 10 clubs
Mrs.
Evelyn Vining motored Sunday
son Frederick were Rockland visitors
Mrs. Will Dole suffered a serious proved from a recent illness
competing, the local group had about
to Belfast where they called on Mr,
Wednesday.
heart attack,Tuesday. Dr. Daniel
85% of their membership present.
Taylor’s brother. George, and family.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry F. Huse were Woodman, Dr. Arthur Woodman and
WEST LIBERTY
• • • •
dinner guests Thanksgiving Day at a nurse were.in attendance.
Mrs. Margaret Jowdry is acting as
GROSS NECK
Dr. Woodmans. Lawrence Grant also
Holiday guests at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Scates were
substitute secretary during the
dined Thursday at the Woodman and Mrs. C. E. Waterman were Mr. recent hosts to Mr. and Mrs. Wales
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Eugley and fc
absence of Mrs. Hadlock.
home.
and Mrs. Owen Grant.
Sherman and family, Mr. and Mrs. children spent Thursday evening with 1 gr
John Lloyd of Vassalboro and Mr. Mrs. Eugley's parents, Mr. and Mrs , Sr
After graduating from Boston Uni
APPLETON RIDGE
and Mrs. Raymond Hannon of James Stewart of Broad Cove.
versity Medical School and serving an
EAST UNION
interneship in Boston and Fitchburg
Palermo.
Mrs. Elizabeth Keller of Lincoln
Mrs. Fannie Waltz of West Waldo- | W
Sunday School children recently
hospitals, Dr. Arthur Woodman has
ville Beach visited her aunt, Mrs.
The new High School building is | boro ^as been a recent visitor at Alden ! M
,_______
onrf mill
1
received license to practice medicine assembled at the home of Mrs. rapidly ___
nearing
completion
and will
Elizabeth Newbert recently.
When selecting Christmas gifts do not
M
Bernice Young where a gala day was be ready for occupancy in February. Waltz's.
in
Maine.
During
the
winter
he
will
Harry Creamer recently made a'
Among Thanksgiving guests were
forget that The Courier-Gazette makes one
be associated professionally with his
under auspices of the Bible
Mr. ahd Mrs. Harold Scates and visit in Rockland.
Rachel Noyes of Hope and Miss
of the best, because of the great good the
Schcol. Among the pleasing features
father. Dr. Daniel Woodman.
family of New York are visiting rela
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland V
Ruth Moody at L. N. Moody’s; Mrs.
&
was a question box. In a blindfold
recipient gets from it.
A 20-pound Thanksgiving gobbler
tives and friends here for a few of New Harbor (spent last week with
Elizabeth Stanley and Miss Chrystal
game prizes were won by Pauline
was the banner bird of William
Mrs. McFarland's parents, Mr. and y
Stanley of Bangor at W. M. New “My Troubles Are
It is a Christmas gift repeated a hundred
King and Phyllis Brooks. Miss Mc weeks.
Sampson's flock this year. Other
Mrs. Ralph Eugley and family.
bert's; Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sprowl at
Oscar
Parkman
of
Lynn,
Mass.,
was
and
fifty-six times over.
Knight
was
honor
guest
and
assisted
All Over Now" residents of the island also raised
Miss Barbara Genthner is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Moody's; Mr.
in enlivening the festivities of the 31 recent guest of Mr. and Mrs. Forest
turkeys.
relatives in Friendship.
and Mrs. J. F Moody and sons at writes Grace Keegan, of 3848
Then, too, it is welcomed by every
in attendance. Goodies consisted of Tibbetts.
Ronald Gillis was dinner guest
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Simmons were
George Buck's ln Ellsworth Falls.
Drake Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
member
of the familv.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Olin
Harriman
and
cookies, ice cream, fruit and cake.
Thanksgiving Day at Nebo Lodge.
guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Arnold Pitman recently shot a deer
family
were
entertained
Thanksgiving
Jacqueline,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
“I used to suffer terribly, as so
V
Frank Waterman. Ernest Whitmore
P D. Perry has lost his faithful
The Courier-Gazette is “Knox County's
many girls do. A friend of mine
Warren Reynolds was the youngest Day at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Leeman of Round Pond.
and Mr. and Mrs. Irving Grant spent
Mr.
and
Mrs
Charles
Geele.
Misses
old white horse, Harry, found dead
told me about your Vegetable
Own Newspaper.”
present.
James Burkett at the village.
Compound and I started taking
the holiday with Mr. Waterman's
Addie Geele, Elizabeth Geele and
Wednesday in the barn.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Trask and daugh
it. I feel a great deal better now
daughter Edna in Sanford.
Benjamin Geele. were guests Thanks V
Send orders any time.
and I do not have the pain any
ter Bessie passed the holiday at the
Joel Wooster has returned with a
giving day of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
more. I am a waitress and it
WINTER SCHEDULE
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Grady
Subscriptions may be started at once or
helps me to work every day.”
deer shot in the Sebago .Lake region.
Stahl at Broad Cove.
1936—-1937
in Palermo.
EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 14
we will hold until the day before Christ
Carl Bunker went Monday to New
Mrs.
Alfred
Waltz
passed
the
holi

It
MUST
Be
Good!
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Chadwick and day with Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach y
York city in connection with an em Without Cilomel—And YouII Jump Out of Bed ia
mas.
SERVICE TO
Almost a million women have
family and William Trask were of West Waldoboro.
y
VINALHAVEN. NO. HAVEN, STONING
ployment
offer.
tbe Morning Rarin’ Io Go
written letters to us praising our
TON. ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN’S
visitors at Mr. and Mrs. Gardner
We send a handsome Christmas card
Mr. and 'Mrs. Charles. Brown will
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Richards y
The liver ohould pour out two pounds or
Vegetable Compound. They can't
ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
bile into your bowels daily. If this bile
ALL be wrong. It MUST be a
Illsley's
recently.
Read Down
Read Up
leave soon to pass the winter with liquid
have
been
recent
Friendship
visitors.
announcing
the gift and the donor of it.
y
is not flowing freely, your food doesn't digest.
A. M.
P. M.
good medicine. Why don’t YOU
It just decays in the bowels. Gas bloats up
their
daughter.
Mrs.
Scott
Staples
in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Overlock
and
Mr.
and
Mrs
Ralph
Eugley.
Mrs,;
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ............ Ar 6.00
your
atomach.
You
get
constipated.
Your
try it and see for yourself? All
6.30 Lv STONINGTON .................. Lv 4.40
Rutherford. N. J., where Mr. Brown whole aystem is poisoned and you feel sour,
sens Robert and Merle were recent Charles L. Eugley and Mr. and Mrs.
druggists sell it. Liquid and
7.30 Lv North Haven ...................... Lv 3.30
sunk and the world looks punk.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Tablet
form.
recently bought a house.
guests at tht home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold McFarland of New Harbor
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN
................. Lv 2.45
Laxatives are only makeshifts. A mere
9.30 Ar ROCKLAND ...................... Lv 1.30
movement doesn't get at the cause. It
Franklin Waterman is spending the bowel
Forest
Tibbetts.
were
in
iRockland
last
Tuesday.
&
takes those good, old Carter's Little Liver
Subject to change without notice
Pills to get these two pounds of bile flowing
school recess with his sister Clara in freely
Maurice Scates. Arthur Boynton
Miss Leatrlce Stewart of Broad
LYDIA E PINKHAM’S
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
and make you feel “up and up”. Harm
STEAMBOAT CO.
less, gentle, yet amazing in making-Wtu flow
Swampscott.
and Arthur Boynton. Jr., are among Cove is guest of her sister. Mrs. Ernest yVEGETABLE COMPOUND
freely. Ask for Carter’s Little Liver Pills by
Telephone 402
Rocaland, Me.
Milton Beverage, student at Suf- oame. Stubbornly refuse anything eiae. ki6c.
the fortunate hunters in this vicinity. Eugley.
137-tf

O I /»l\ Waldoboro

T

.Y.W F

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

To Help You
AVOID MANY COLDS

Vicks Vatro nol

V

Jy

A
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i Council of Religious Education will
Fortress of Chilton Is
j be held! Trictay at the Methodist
Poputar in Switzerland
Kenneth Keyes, who has-been nt Church in Rockport. Alt Sunday
The
Swiss town of Villencuve at
home several days went to New York Schools of Knox County will be repthe eastern end of Lake Leman al
city Sunday to rejoin the Woolworth resented and delegates are urged to
ways welcomes visitors, for in
yacht. Noparo.
attend.
spite of its name, "New City,” it is
Mrs Dwight W. Leeper and sons. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Adelbert Williamson { a very ancient town, known in the
Donald and Robert, who have been who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs
time of the Romans as Penniloci.
But as in years past, it yielded to
with her mother. Mrs. Oeorge V. Peter Thims. in Portland, for several
the attractions of the Castle of ChilHanly for several months, left for days, returned horn' Friday,
lon, the best known castle in all
thelr heme in Lewiston. Idaho, yesRichard Tiffany returned to LakeSwitzerland, with whose story, first
terday.
I wood. Saturday after visiting Mr. and ■ celebrated by Lord Byron in 1816,
Thanksgiving guests of Capt. and Mrs. Richard W. Feyler. for a few
few castles in all Europe can com
Mrs. John Brown, returning Sunday days.
pete.
were their daughter. Miss Mabelle
Williams-Brasier Post Auxiliary
The fortress of Chillon stands a
mile from Villenouve, on an isolated
Brown, of Portsmouth, N. H.. grand- will sponsor a public card partyrock about twenty yards from the
daughter. Miss Elisabeth Brown, a Thursday in the Legion rooms on
bank of the lake. It is connected
student at Lasell Seminary, and > Star street, at 8 o'clock.
with the shore by a bridge, which in
grandson. John Singer, who attends | Mr, and Mrs. N. F. Andrews were
medieval days was a drawbridge.
the Bentley School of Accounting in | guests Thanksgiving of Mr. and Mrs
How old the castle may be none
Lester Sherman in Rockland.
Boston.
can tell, but Bronze Age tombs,
nearly 4,000 years old. discovered at
Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Demmons
» • • •
its entrance, give one some key to
and daughter. Miss Mildred, who
The Baptist Ladies' Circle meets
passed the holiday weekend with Mr. Wednesday in the vestry. At C; its antiquity. The earliest mention
of Chillon Castle in any document
and Mrs Fred E. Twiss. in LawTence. o'clock supper will be served under is 1005 A. D , when it belonged to
Mass., returned home Sunday oc- the direction of Mrs. James E
the bishops of Sion, but from the
companied by Mrs. John McCoy, who ,
At 7:3O the V0UIlg
k twelfth to the sixteenth century it
had been visiting Mr. and Mrs Wal- arp tp pjTsen, a prog_am whl;h wU, was held by the Dukes of Savoy,
during whose reign most of the tor
ter J. Henry, in Winchester, for ten | consist pf
musical s?i#ctions;
tures in it took place. *
dajs
a playlet, "Betty Behave." a story of
Although the sixteenth century
Miss Jeanette McOrail. of Dover. I
girla attendlng bca.dl„g 5;hoolJ
Francois Bonivard. the subject of
N H . was weekend guest of her ! impersonatcd bv ,he Missee Harriet ' Byron's poem, was imprisoned
aunt, Mrs. Oeorge V. Hanly. Miss , T(Uson Hfsler
an<J VlrgiRja l there when he with other Swiss pa
McOrail's fiance. Richard Whitney '
fr. apd R two.act plgy
' triots rebelled against the Duke cf
Savoy, his two years fettered in
of Hampton Beach accompanied her Red Lamp which wdl have as ca4t:
here and was registered at the Knox | Manlda Deerjpg
rlch kptny,er ' the dungeon which bears his name
was but slight suffering compared
' Miss Lillian Thurston: Harold Deer-, to the tortures of most who were
Miss
Edith
Wilson returned ] Jng h<fr nfphew Norman overlook;
thrown into the dark, damp cham
to Malden. Mass., last Sunday. AUce Deering. Harold's sister. Miss bers there. The post, erected in 1256,
after spending the Thanksgiving re- I OUvp RoweU; An?hle C!arlt g younf near where the torture by fire was
cess at home. Her sister, Miss Hor- lawyer. Alfred P. Chapman. Jr.; Bill perpetrated shows the scorings and
tense B. Wilson. Is remaining for a Worth, a man of all trades. Edward burns made by the executioners in
their testings of the hertec. irons.
time.
P Thurston: Annie O'Shane, maid at I
Orrin Creamer is at his home at the Deerings. Miss Estelle Moore. A
the West End during a two weeks' j smal, admL„ion tee wU,
ch
d
Some of the Best Things
vacation, while tlie yacht Dauntless,
Roland Hahn and Myron Jones
in the Program of Life
on which he is employed, is in Brook went to Boston Sunday for a few
The best law—The Golden Rule.
lyn. N. Y.
days' visit, accompanying the form
The best education — Self - knowl
Mrs. Martha Carter, who was holi- er's aunt, Miss Frances Hahn, who edge.
day guest of Mr. and Mrs. Willis was returning to Malden. Mass..
The best philosophy—A contented
Stiles, in Woodfords. returned home nfter the holiday recess.
mind.
The best theology — A pure and
Sunday.
Miss Lizzie Levensaler is employed
Mrs. John Lindell went Friday to J in the office of the Morse Boatbuild beneficent life.
The best war—To war against
Milton. Mass., where she has em ing Corp
one's weakness.
ployment. stopping in Portland en
The best medicine—Cheerfulness
route for an overnight visit with her I
and temperance.
Frank
Jacobs
has
resumed
studies
!
son. Eino Lindell. who is attending
The best music—The laughter of
in Boston, after spending the ■ an innocent child.
the Trade School of Commerce.
Miss Miriam Erickson, who spent Thanksgiving weeken* at heme,
The best science—Extracting sun
shine from a cloudy day.
the holiday recess with her brothers.
ant* Mrs. Henry Montgomery
The best journalism—Printing the
Oeorge and Henry Erickson, in Cush- 1 entertained Saturday- at a venison
true and beautiful on memory's
tag and Miss Elizabeth Henry, who supper, their guests being Mr and
tablet.
was guest of her parents. Mr and
Warren Feyler. Mr. and Mrs
The best telegraphing—Flashing
Mrs Arthur Henry, returned Sun Robert Libby. Mr. and Mrs. Alec ' a ray ot sunshine into a gloomy
Donaldson. In the evening there
heart
day to University of Maine.
Miss Zetta Smith, who visited her | "ere two tables of auction, with prize
The best biography — That life
which writes charity in the largest
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Smith, for top score going to Mrs. Feyler.
letters.
in Cushing, during the Thanksgiving
Mrs. Ellen Jones returned home
the best mathematics — That
recess, returned Sunday to Exeter. Sunday from Martinsville where
which doubles the joy and divides
he
passed
Thanksgiving
with
Mr
to resume teaching.
the most sorrows.
and Mrs. Perley Jones.
• • • *
The best navigation — Steering
Mrs. Fred C Green, cf Watertown I clear of the lacerating rocks ot
Fred Bucklin, who spent the holi
_______
day with
his. parents. Mr and Mrs. and Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Copeland, of , personal contention.
The best diplomacy—Effecting a
Walter Bucklin, returned Friday to Dorchester. Mass., were weekend
University of Maine.
visitors at the home of Fred C. Red- ' treaty of peace with one's own con
science.
Miss Ada L. Killeran of Portland, man.
The best engineering — Building
formerly of Cushing, announces her
• • • •
a bridge of faith over the river ot
death. — Pennsylvania School
marriage to James O. Sleeper, also
Elainp daughter pf
Journal.
of Portland. May 29. 1935. in Ports- Karl SwanhcIm
street
mouth. N. H. Mrs. Sleeper is the hos.es£
daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. fripn. Sa,„rrf„„ “
/
K
. T
.
. r. >.
,ncnfls Saturday af ernoon. the ocThe Lapps of Finland
Andrew .J .Killeran
of
Cushing,
and
,
...
The Lapps of Finland wear a long
. ,
, easion celebrating her 7th birthdav
was graduated from Thomaston High Songs, marching and
j other games
blue blouse gathered at th*' waist
School with the class of 1927. 3hc , r
. .... s.
,
with a belt and slashed with red and
. .
, ..
. near to childhood occupied the time
is also a graduate nurse of the State I
..
!
! until the call for refreshments which yellow, tight blue trousers and caps
Street Hospital in Portland, and has were served from a table festive in on which they wear huge red pom
pons. Their shoes are a moccasin
been following her profession in that Happy Birthday" decorations, carof reindeer hide, bound at the an
city. Mr. Sleeper is employed at the I
T". ........ '
—
kle with red and yellow woolen
- .... _
___
__ rtca out in a pretty paper cioth. paLafayette Hotel. They are to make per napkins, pastel tinted paper bas-! bands and turned up at the toes.
their home in South Portland.
kets filled with candies, and favors, i Lapps sometimes place a certain
Mr and Mrs. Maurice E. Lindsey, A lovely three-tiered birthday cake : type of grass, which they call shoe
grass, in their moccasins and so
accompanying Mr. and Mrs. Bliss decorated with yellow candles, occu
protected, their feet go unharmed
Fuller, of Union, motored Friday to pied the center of the table, and
on the roughest ground and keep
Portland to attend the automobile flanking it were assorted sandwiches,
warm in the coldest weather. Just
show.
a. they have for centuries, the
cookies and cake, augmented by ice
James R Biggers of Monson is with
Lapps still depend on their reindeer
cream, and hot chocolate. Elaine re
Dr and Mrs. Elmer R. Biggers for the
herds for both food and shelter. The
ceived many pretty gifts
Mrs
milk ot the deer is made into
winter.
Swanhclm was assisted by Mrs. H O
cheese, the flesh used for meat, the
Miss Letitia Creighton, of Pound
Heistad of Rockport. Guests were
skins for clothing, tents and cook
Ridge. N. Y.. has returned here and
! Mary Jean Lakeman. Gay Stetscn
ing utensils. Even the -ones are
is with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Hope Paulsen Katherine O'Connell. utilized for needles in sewing and
Charles A. Creighton, for the season
for the hondo which prevents the
Ernest Doyle, who spent- the ;G€or^ ana HcIen McLain, Vera knot of a lasso from pulling too
Thanksgiving recess at the home of 1 chaPman. Gordon. Irene and Rontight.
Actlng-Deputy Warden and Mrs aki Anderson of Rockland, and Roy
Alfred P. Chapman, returned Sunday t anc^ S:gne Swanholm.

Legal Notice

THOMASTON

Kites Form Letters

to Gorham Normal School.
This week at Eurdell's Dress Shop. 1 ' The Chinese are much given to the
Mr. and Mrs. John Creighton, who j
pastime of kite flying one' some of
greatly reduced price = on Knit Wear.
passed the holiday with her parents. .
the constructions are marvelous to
144-11
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Hellier in Rock
behold. The Chinese kites often have
two strings and these enable the
land. and his mother. Mrs. John
The Sign-of-the-Ship Gift Shop, j operator to make the kite do some
Creighton, in this town, returned
Sunday to Ashburnham. Mass. They ■ 3 Elliot street, Thomaston, is now wonderful things. It becomes an
aerial messenger as it is possible to
were accompanied by Miss Lucille showing an unusually attractive line; make the kite from letters and char
cf
gifts
for
Christmas.
Suited
to
all
Dolliver, who had been guest of her
acters by which messages may be
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Garfield O purses. You are invited to call and, exchanged.
144&145& 143
Dolliver, meantime, and was return- ’ see them—adv.
ing to Fitchburg. Mass., to resume '
Raise, Rise Increase
her studies at the State Teachers'
The form, "a raise in salary,"
College.
is well established, and since 1728
Miss Margaret McKusick. of
has been accepted as good English.
Winsted Conn. who v. a holiday
It is found in good literature on both
guest of Mrs. Josephine P. Stone, and
sides of the Atlantic. "An increase,”
as of pay for services rendered, is as
Miss Elizabeth Woodcock who was
common in England as it is in the
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Earl
United States. Rise with the mean
F. Woodcock, meantime, returned
ing, "an advance in wages,” is col
Sunday to Bates College.
loquial English and dates from 1836.
Miss Elizabeth Killeran. who was
—Literary Digest
guest of Mr. ar.d Mrs. George N.
Phillips during the Thanksgiving
recess, returned Sunday to Gorham
"Bruin” Means "Brown"
The name "bruin” comes from
Normal School
the Danish language, and means
Those rythmic clicks of
Fred Hinckley returned Saturday
"brown.” It was first used in Eu
to Boston after several days' visit our presses will be encored
rope, because of the big brown bears
with Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin L. Graf
later by the tinkle of the
found there, according to an au
ton.
thority. The brown bears of Europe
cash register.
For The
The Baptist Woman's Mission
are of very good size, the full-grown
Courier-Gazette printing
males being about six feet long.
Circle will be entertained at the home
is the kind that produces
of Mrs. E. P. Starrett today at 2
o'clock. It will be a program meeting sales. Experience proves it.
with Mrs. Albert D Davis as leader.
Call 770
WE BUY
Miss Elizabeth Creighton. whf> was
for Estimates
holiday weekend guest of her grand
parents. Mr. anti Mrs. Charles A.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
Creighton, returned Sunday to East
JEWELER
Freetown. Mass.
370 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
A meeting of the Knpx County

OLD GOLD

The Courier - Gazette

DOWN! DOWN! DOWN!
Go

Footwear Bills When You Wear

u

In Everybody’s Column ,4

-----------------------

FOR SALE

Advertisements ln thia column noi, to
NOTIffc OF FORECLOSl’KE
ixceed three lines Inserted once for 23 »
WHEREAS Edwin 8. Hooper of 8t. cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
H
Oeorge ln the County of Knox ond State tional lines five cents each for one time
USED stoves bought and sold. Some
of Maine, by his mortgage deed, doted 10 cents for three tlmea. SU words
good bargains ln kitchen ranges. C. E.
December 24. 1932. recorded ln Knox make a llne.
I GROTTON. 138 Camden St.. Tel. 1214-M.
Registry of Denis Book 234, Page 148,
141-tf
conveyed to Rockland Wholesale Grocery
Co., a corporation organized and exist
32-Volt Fairbanks-Morse electric light
ing under the laws otf Maine ond located
plant for sale, 500 watts capacity. R S.
at Rockland, aforesaid, a certain parcel
JORDAN. 6 Kelley Lane. Rockland
of real estate situated ln said St George, I a
144*146
together with buildings thereon, du1936 Chevrolet Master sedan with
scrlbed as follows:—
GLASSES In case lost ln Thomaston, heater for sale In excellent condition.
Bounded southeasterly by the shore of
Used nine months. Write J. B N.. care
Mosquito Harbor, southwesterly by land i from. School to Creek. Finder please Courler-Ga/ette
or Tel. Waldoboro 73
notify
PAULINE STARRETT.
High
now or formerly of Hiram Barter and
144*146
144’lt
lan*. of Gardner: northwesterly by the School.
TWO H P electric motor for sale. 3
highway leading to Tenants Harbor and
TAN.
white
hound
pup
lost,
ln
Rock

phase. 220 volts. 60 cycles. Sunbeam
northeasterly by land of Harris; being
that portion of the Isaac Hooper farm land If found please notify 2 NORTH circulating heater, wood or coal. Laco
MAIN STREET
power oil burner, small size Rotary ash
located southeasterly of said highway
....... -— ■ .
sifter MASON S FILLING 6TA . ThomAlso another lot at Martinsville ln said I ------ — ■ ■
TAN and white hound pup lost Re
144*146
St George, described as follows:— Be
ward
MAURICE
HARDINO.
2
North
ginning at stake and stones at the
SINOLE horse sled and single runner
144-146
easterly corner of other land of Edwin Main St. City.
pung. Tel. 433-R. 64 Mechanic St
8 Hooper and land of fielrs of Thomas
144*146
REWARD for the return of Informa
Hooper, thence ln a southeasterly direc
GIRL S COAT for sale, size 10. practi
tion by said Hooper s heirs land to the tion leading to the return of a man's
cally
new;
reasonable
price.
TEL.
chased,
silver
wristlet
lost
last
summer.
northerly corner of the Isaac Hooper
field, so called, ln itne of an old fence; Please notify The COURIER-GAZETTE. 1171-M___________________________ 143-145
142*144
thence ln a southwesterly direction, by
COLLIE PUPS for sale KEN DEANEL
line of said fence, twenty rods and ten
NEAR WASHINGTON, female hound West Rockport___________________143-145
links to a stake and stones; thence In a
BRUSH and loam for sale Delivered.
northwesterly direction and parallel to lost, brown and white; also black and
tan male, four white feet. KENNETH Call 23-W WILLIAM ANDERSON. West
the first mentioned line to the souther KNIGH
T,
Tel.
Camden
2196
143-145
Meadow
Road___________________ 142-144
ly corner of other land of said Edwin S.
Hooper; thence ln a northeasterly direc
BROWN pocketbook
lost between
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
tion and by said other lot. last referred Court House. Spring or Main Sts.. Tues tion $1600 ; 8-acre farm, good building
to. twenty rods and ten links to place day. Contains owner's name and money. • $800; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
of beginning; being the northeasterly Reward. FLORENCE YOUNG. Tel. 802-R. Any of these tor small payment down,
half of the Isaac Hooper wood lot. so
142-144 t>alance as rent V. F. STUDLEY. Tel.
called
1154 283 Main St._________________ 143tf
Also another lot at said Martinsville
CHRISTMAS wreaths with novelty
bounded on the northwest by the high
I ribbon bows. 25c. 35c. 50c postpaid.
way leading to Tenants Harbor; on the
Made
of Ur. hemlock, princess pine and
northeast by other land of this grantor;
other evergreens Don’t delay, order Im
on the southeast by land of said Edwin
4 mediately for Christmas delivery. F L.
S Hooper and on the southwest by land
! BROWN. Thomaston.
141-145
of Gardner; containing one acre more or
MRS Eva Brusl. Finnish midwife and
less and being the same conveyed by
THREE small wood lots for sale near
Thomas Hooper to Kate Seavey and by nurse, wants work Registered ln New main road. hard. soft, lumber. T. J.
York 24 years R. F. D. 3. Waldoboro.
her to Joseph E Hooper
CARROLL. Thomaston. Tel Rockland
Reserving, however, to Joseph E _________________________________ 142*147 263-21_____________________________139-tf
Hooper a right of way two rods wide ex
DRY HARD WOOD wanted, delivered
SMALL pigs for sale. $2.50 up F. A.
tending from said highway southwesterly in Thomaston or South Hope; also pair KIMBALL.
397 Old County Rd.. Tel
across the southwesterly side of the next of good cattle H D. CRIE. Thomaston. 321-W.
132-tf
above described lot and across the south Tel 83.__________________________ 143*145
POCOHONTAS soft coai. 88.50: hard
westerly side of the first described lot
I'M
looking
for
two
men
with
a
coal. 815: coke. 811. J. B. PAULSEN.
to the shore at Mosquito Harbor
123-tf
And whereas the conditions of said sincere desire to get ahead in life and Tel. 62. Thomaston
mortgage have been broken, now there establish for themselves an Independent
FORDSON tractor for sale. BICKNELL
fore. by reason of the breach of the con retail business ln Knox and Waldo MANUFACTURING CO
132-tf
ditions thereof Rockland Wholesale counties. If you have a car. or can
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
Grocery Co. by Its Treasurer, hereto provide one. know how to work, are
duly authorized, clalms a foreclosure of ] ambitious to build a future for your let for the season Phone us, Rockland
self. see Mr P A BISHOP. Rock'.at.d 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
said mortgage.
Hotel Wednesday between 4 and 8 p in.
132-tf
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
' Will help a sincere hustler flUABM bis
By R E EATON.
ALL kinds of dry hard, and soft wood,
i
business.
144'lt
Treasurer.
under cover, also lumber. T. J. CARDated November 16. 1936
ROLL. Tel. 263-21. Rockland.
132-tf
138-T-144
HOUSE 6 rooms, good cellar, garage.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
5 min. walk from Main St., some Im
provements. 81600 House 7 rooms, good
WHERE.4S James L. Curtis, of Rock
cellar, lights good well. 2-car garage. 8
land. County of Knox and State of
acres, clear field, on good road. 5 miles
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated June
from city. 81000 House 7 rooms, good
14. 1934. recorded in the Knox County
cellar,
garage, barn, city water, lights
Registry of Deeds. Book No 241. Page
can be had. 8 or 10 acres, on tar road,
31. conveyed to the Home Owners’ Loan
near village. 8800 House 5 rooms with
Corporation, a corporation duly estab
cellar, lights, center of city. 8800;
lished under the Laws of the United
another house 6 rooms with garage,
States of America, having its office and
lights, water. $800 Will sell any of these
principal place of business ln Washing
for small payment down, balance as
ton. District of Columbia, the following
rent V. P. STUDLEY. Tel. 1154 or 330.
described real estate situated in Rock
Many more not listed
129-tf
land. ln said County of Knox and State
of Maine
The reason is thia:
A certain lot or parcel of land with
the Speed Queen with
................................ ......................... ....
the building® thereon, pituate ln
ita excluaive bowl
Rockland. County of Knox and State
shaped tub ... ita
♦
of Maine, and bounded and de
chassis construction
♦
scribed as follows; BEGINNING at
with double walls . .
its long-life trans
a stake, on the westerly side of
FOR SALE
mission . . . and the
Columbia Street, and at the north
No 1
new Speed Queen
east corner of Mary E Clark’s land:
HOUSE about 8 years old for sale A
Safety-Roll Wringer
thence N 851* Peg W. b& said
real nice home that can be had for
. . . offers a higher
Clarks land, eighty i80| feet to
$1600; large lot of land; the right party
standard of quality
stake; thence N 403< Deg. E. slxtycan own this house with around $500
TOR THE MONEY
flve (65) feet to a stake; thence S.
than any other
CMh- This house ls worth $3000 any time.
85U Deg E. eighty *80) feet to a
washer
on
the
No 2
stake at the westerly line of Colum
market.
Model “F”
ROCKLAND Highlands The Rockland
bia Street; thence S 4034 Deg W .
Jone^
property.
3 acres land. 8 room
by said westerly line of Colum
house. Bath, lights, furnace heat nice
bia Street, slxty-flve (65) feet to
barn, price $3000. around $350 cash
lor the
place of beginning.
needed.
For source of Orantor’s title see
(No. 3
Warranty Deed of Arthur A. Clark
Model M
THIRTY acre wood lot ln Cushing,
to James L. Curtis, dated April 18.
estimate 200 cords of wood, price $225.
1918 and recorded in Book 178. Page
TO LET
570 Knox County Registry of Deeds
FURNISHED house to let (adults only)
UTIEREAS. the condition of said
perfect condition $35 a month.
Mortgage ls broken;
FIVE-room tenement, lights, toilet, no
Now, therefore, by reason of the
water or food furnished $12 a month.
breach of the. condition thereof, the
FREEMAN 6 YOUNG
said Home Owners Loan Corporation, by
ROCKLAND. ME.
163 Main St.,
Rockland Tel. 605-M
Elisha W Pike. Its Attorney thereunto
144-lt
duly authorized by Its power of attorney J
dated October 1. 1936. and recorded ln |
the Knox County Registry of Deeds. ,
*
Book 249. Page 313. clalms a foreclosure
♦
of said mortgage, and gives this notice I
for that purpose.
Dated this twenty-first day of Novem
ber. A D 1936
HOME OWNERS LOAN CORPORATION
. FOUR rooms to let. all Improvements,
By Elisha W Pike
rent reasonable. 37 Willow St
144*146
141-T-147
EIGHT-room house to let. 129 Rankin
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
St Inquire of Edward J Hellier. Rock
WHEREAS. Helen O Bowes, of Wash
land Savings Bank or Alice H Jameson,
ington. County of Knox and State of
40 North Mx!n_st________________ 144*149
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated
FURNISHED apartment, two rooms
October 12. 1934 recorded ln the Knox
and bath, with heat and lights to let,
County Registry of Deeds. Book No 241.
Foss
House. 77 Park St . Tel. 330
Page 149 conveyed to the Home Owners’
_______________________________ 141-tf
Loan Corporation, a corporation duly
FURNISHED apartment to let All
established under the Laws of the
United States of America, having its
modern Improvements JAKE SMALLEY,
i 19 Willow Bt
144*146
office and principal place of business
In Washington District of Columbia, the
ATTRACTIVE and convenient steam
following -described real estate situated
heated office to let. Location opposite
ln the town of Washington. In said
foot of Limerock Street affords unusual
County of Knox and State of Maine:
Ugh*, and valuable publicity facilities.
A certain lot or parcel of land
E C MORAN CO_______________ 144-146
situated ln said Washington, with
KINEO C 820 cookstove for sale, must
the buildings thereon, conveyed to
be sold Immediately. C. A GREGORY.
Emily F Bowden by warranty deed
Glen Cove. Tel 144______________ 144-lt
of Hiram Bliss Jr May 14. 1890 re
corded ln Book 81. Page 521. Knox
PARK street restaurant to let com
Reg of Deeds.
pletely furnished, very low price. V F.
Also another lot of land, in said
STUDLEY. Tel 1154 or 330________ 138-tf
Washington, conveyed to Emily F.
SEVERAL small tenements to let;
Bowden by warranty deed of Willis
also small store, at small price. MRS C.
ton Grinnell. June 6. 1890. recorded
M BLAKE Tel 1061.______________ 141-tf
ln Book 77. Page 450. of said Registry.
Also another lot of land ln said
FOUR-room tenement at 38 Mechanic
Washington, conveved to Emily F.
street to let. lights, flush MRS W S.
Bowden by warranty deed of Sarah
KENNISTON. 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W.
J Jones. June 9. 1890. recorded in
!__________________________________ 132-tf
Book 81. Page 520. of said Registry.
TEN-room house on Warren street to
Also another lot of land ln said
. can Ret guaranteed
let. all modern Improvements; rent
Town conveyed to Emily F Bowden
Goodrich
Tires
and
reasonable. ROBERT COLLINS. Tel 77.
by warranty deed of Sarah A Suke
Batteries on convenient
i __________________________________ 132-tf
forth. May 16. 1891. recorded in
Credit Terms to suit your
Book 88. Page 116. of said Registry.
FURNISHED apartment. 3 rooms. 2nd
Also all my right, title and Interest
needs. There is absolutely
: floor Bath, lights, oil heat, garage lf
ln and to another lot of land ln said
no red tape and no delay
desired. Fine condition. Suitable for
Town conveyed to Emily F Bowden,
rnnpie. C. A EMERY. Tel. 436-M 130-tf
or embarrassment.
by a warranty deed of John C Mor
NEWLY decorated apt. to let. tour
ton. Jr . April 29. 1899\ recorded ln
Just make your selection
) rooms, and bath. 12 Knox St.. Tel. 156-W.
Book 111. Page 358. of said Registry.
and show us your license
_________________________________ 132-tf
All of the above adjacent parcels of
identification. We install
real estate constituting what ls
APARTMENT to let at corner of
or deliver your purchase
known as the Emily F Bowden
rei n anU Grove r.ts Very reasonable.
homestead
in
said Washington
MRS LEOLA ROSE. 100 Union St. 132-tf
at once.
Village. *and now owned by raid
Helen G. Bowes.
WHEREAS, the condition of said
Mortgage ls broken:
Now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, the
said Home Owmers’ Loan Corporation,
by Elisha W Pike, its Attorney thereun
IF YIU LIKE TO DRAW. SKETCH or
to duly authorized by its power of at
PATN’T -Write for Talent Test I No Fee).
torney dated October 1. 1936. and re
Give age and occupation. Write F care
corded In the Knox County Registry of
COU RTER-GAZ ETTE
1_______ 143*148
Deeds. Book 249 Page 313, claims a
NOTICE-Tills ls to notify all persons
foreclosure of said mortgage, and gives
that after this date I shall be respon
this notice for that purpose.
sible only for bills contracted by my
Dated this twenty-first day of Novem
self HARRY de LONO. Rockland
ber. A D 1936
_______________________________ 143*145
HOME OWNERS' LOAN CORPORATION
By Elisha W Pike
HAVE your pigs dressed at PETE
141-T-147
EDWARDS. 27* Limerock St.. Tel. 806-J.
I ___________
140-145
BOARD and rooms A comfortable
home for the winter. THE LITTLE
GUEST HOUSE. 16 Gleason St Thomas
ton. Tel. 186-11.________________ 140*145
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
CRIE HARDWARE CO, 408 Main St.
__________________________________ 142-tf
LADIES -Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
132-tf

LOST AND FOUND

1
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Ball-Tteivd— the

WANTED

best footwear for all the family..

Every step costs less beccuse BALL-BAND wears so
much longer. It fits betters, feels better and looks

better, too. We like to sell you BALL-BAND (Red Ball)

footwear because we know it gives satisfaction.

MCLAIN SHOE STORE
432 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL 374-W

GSrishin?|o</
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BY ROONEY E FiVLfP

COMMISSIONER
J,

'

'
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SEA~-» SWORE FISHERIES

x___ G

.
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Last week's column brought forth much as would have been accomJ many comments on other trawling plishd by tying up the entire fishing
or fish dragging from interested citi- fleet for six to seven months of that
year.
i zens and especially from the fisher
It is not claimed that these regu
men. It seemed os though many lations will return the catches on
were of the opinion that as the result Gecrges Bank to what they were
' of our article the Department was during the heyday to 1927-28. How
) against this style of fishing.
ever. they will cause millions of baby
Fish dragging is here to stay. The haddock to be left on the banks to
( other trawl has been of untold ad become scrod and large haddock in
vantage to the Atlantic coastal fish stead of rottng bedies to be devoured
ery as a highly economical means for by sea gulls and other scavengers.
taking large quantities of bottom fish Due to variations in natural condi
in all kinds of weather. As the re tions, fishing will be poorer in some
sult of more and lower price fish the years than in others, but as a whole
markets have been expanded and the it will be much better than will oe
I industry increased in value man) p.«slble if present methods continue
times The gear now used ls still in
In talking with many prominent
' its crude partly developed form. if Maine fishermen I have learned that
can well oe expected to undergo con a majority* of them would welcome
siderable change before the perfect the passage of a law making nets with
[ trawl is developed.
less than a 44, inch mesh illegal
The importance of the otter trawl This matter is going to be given plenty
is unquestioned The big question is of«:udy by the Department to weigh
just how to make it so efficient that the advisability of presenting it to
: it will bring up even larger quanti- Legislature for passage this winter.
i ties of fish and still protect the The pas age of such a law by the
ycung of unmarketable size. Whole-, State of Maine might tend to
sale slaughter of these young fish encourage other states and national
has been the main basis of criticism governments to take similiar action.
of this apparatus
Canada now has a law which
Progre.Ib is being made as the re specifies that no other trawling shall
sult of experiments by the U. S Bu bc carried on inside the 12 mile limit
reau of Fisheries and the Depart with the exception of small draggers
ments of the various states. Experts operated by inshore fishermen who
recommend the universal adoption ol may be licensed by special permit
a minimum mesh of 441 inches for from the Minister of Fisheries.
the nets.
The hope of our fisheries lies, not
Extensive trials have shown that ir. pointless closed seasons or in any
this mesh will hold practically all other form of arbitrary legislative
haddock weighing I1 a pounds and control, but in accumulating know
over and release an average of four- ledge with which to solve this pro
fifths of the haddock below this size blem and in changing our fishing
If these regulations had been in methods so as to cut the cost of pro
effect in 1931 they would have pro ducting a full trip while guarantee
tected the Georges Band haddock ing undiminished abundance of
population, it is believed, about as mature fish.

[

Red Cross Anticipates Results
In Drive on Home-Farm Hazards

There Must Be a
Reason For

SPEED QUEEN’S

Phenomenal Popularity

REAL ESTATE

$49.50

E

USING THIS

CREDIT NAN

1

Farm dump heaps create fire hazards,
breed disease germs and are sources
of cuts and punrture wounds which
may result in serious infection. Right:
Falls cause most home accidents, and
often result from a “lazy man's" load
while climbing or descending stairs,
URING the year the Red Cross work accidents took 4,400 lives, as
organized 2500 community groups many as the combined fatalities re
corded for construction and manu
to deal with local accident problems
in a progressive effort to cut acci facturing.
Working through organized farm
dents in homes and on farms. The
three-fold program of the Red Cross units, educators, schools and allied
groups the Red Cross has presented
warns against careless habits, elimi
its constructive methods for eliminat
nates hazards by a check-list method
ing accident hazards to millions. Ad
of inspection conducted by the house
vocating the doctrine that accidents
holder, and teaches first aid to thou do not happen but are caused, the
sands so that persons injured will Red Cross looks for a gradual reduc
have a better chance for recovery. tion in the home and farm accident
Home mishaps last year killed or rate as a result of its nation-wide
crippled 171,500 persons and farm campaign.

D

TO LET

MOREo^MORE
PEOPLE ARE

DOWN
ora ANY
PURCHASE

♦ MISCELLANEOUS ‘

MOTOROLA
America's Finest

AUTO RADIO
Matches Dash cf Your Car

A Magic Word

ZENITH HOUSE RADIO
All Styles

In a Magic
Ring—

Advertise

AUTO HEATERS
Installed

MUNRO’S
FILLING STATION
TEL. 8910

34 UNION ST.

An

In

Ad.

Columns

Will

Anything

These
Sell

From

a

Needle to an Anchor.

1
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^SOC* ETY

Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Robinson and
family of North Weymouth were the
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles L. Collins, 155 Pleasant
street.

Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bird Mrs Wil
son B. Keene and daughter Janet of
Montclair, N J., and Wilson B. Keene
a student at M.I.T. were weekend
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harry O. Gurdy. George Schneller,
of Hampshire, England, another stu
dent at M.I.T. was also a guest.

Last call for 1937 Educational Club
Key Women is next Priday at 2 p. m.
at Mrs. Minnie Rogers, 31 Amesbury
street, when drive results are due.
Box lunch, memory work, discussions,
current events, hot coffee follow.
Eugene Rich of Camden, president
of the Camden Outing Club and Con
gressman Moran on "Politics and the
Merchant Marine," will speak and
Richard Reed, publicity director of
Sea and Short Fisheries, will display
his recent movies taken personally on
the Georges Banks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Ames of
Matinicus announce the engagement
of their daughter Adella A to Kcneth Ives of Reading, Mass.

FULLER-COBB, INC.
WEDNESDAY’S HOURLY FIRE SALE
DRESSES, 33c
YARN One Ounce Ball, 11c

!

COTTON, RAYON, SILK AND LINEN
Some Soiled—Values up to $3.98
10.00 TO 11.00 A. M.

FLEISHEK’S, BEAR BRAND, SHETLAND FLOSS
9.00 TO 10.00 A. M.

LADIES FUR TRIMMED COATS Men’s Raincoats,
$2.00
New Lot Just Arrived
Men’s Winter Union Suits, .55
$5.00
Men’s Rayon Hose,
.08
TAFFETA SLIPS, 39c
11.00 TO 12.00 A. M.
Men’s Shirts, Shorts,
.10 •
Union Suits, .15
CHILDREN’S STOCKINGS 8c Men’s Summer
12.09 TO 1.00 P. M.
SILK THREAD, spool l^c
FRUIT OF THE LOOM
10c TABLE SPECIAL
CONTAINS NAINSOOK UNION SUITS. SHIRTS,
SHORTS, BLOOMERS, APRONS, CHILDREN'S
BROADCLOTHS, 12c
VESTS, INFANTS’ SILK AND WOOL VESTS, ETC.
1.00 TO 2.00 P. M.

Values up to $1.00
2.00 TO 3.00 P. M.

Articles Withdrawn After Advertised Time

Miss Viola Joy spent the weekend
in Augusta.

Miss Hazel Vasso. student at Farm
Miss Charlotte Mattatall of Ells ington Normal School, has returned
worth, is the guest of Mrs. Lewis to Temple to resume her second
quarter of practice teaching.
Rokes, Pleasant street.
The beano party Priday night at
the home of Mrs. Gladys Hamlin at
The Highlands, for the benefit of
V.P.W. Auxiliary, was well attended.
Prizes went to Mrs Hamlin and An
drew Boynton, the prize at the chil
dren's table being won by Edwin
Hamlin. Mrs. Louise Beal, who is
leaving soon to reside in Portsmouth
was presented with a gift from Aux
iliary members. Buffet lunch was
served.
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Mrs. George Halstead is in Stockton Springs, called by the serious ill
ness of her grandfather.

Browne Club will meet Friday
night at the Centre street home ol
Miss Edna Gregory.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Clements and
daughter Irene, and Mrs. McMann of
Winterport were Sunday guests of
Dr. and Mrs. William Ellingwood.

VINALHAVEN

LUCIEN K. GREEN
—Furrierla SCHOOL STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FUR AND CLOTH COATS
THIS IS FL'R COAT WEATHER
FILL STOCK TO SHOW
AT REASONABLE PRICES

Lapins, Hudson Seals, Beaverettes, Muskrats,
Raccoons, Caraculs, Marmink, Leopard Cats
All Other Wanted Furs
Our Cloth Coats at Reduced Prices To Close

FURS REPAIRED AND MADE OVER
SELECT YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT NOW

Mrs. George L. True of Hanover,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Cables werc
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mil- N. H., has been visiting her parents,
Postmaster and Mrs. Edward C.
ton Rollins.
Mr. and Mrs Dana Cummings and
Moran, Sr.
son Harold of Bangor were guests ot
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Pendleton
and two daughters are visiting Mrs
Theta-Eta Club was entertained at Mrs. Flora Fernald over the weekend.
Pendletbn's parents. Mr and Mrs. eupper Saturday by Miss Dorothy
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Callahan. Miss
Alton Thomas at Belfast.
Frost, preceded by an afternoon at
the movies. As the guests took their Beulah Callahan and Mr. Higgins of
There will be an Alphabet Tea places at the' table Miss Ruth Bangor were visitors Thanksgiving
Thursday afternoon from 2 to 5, Thomas discovered a platter filled Day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
meeting with Mrs. K. C. Rankin. with daintily wrapped packages a , James W. Emery.
This group includes those whose sur surprise in honor of her birthday
names begin with G, H or I, also any anniversary. The table was most
Mr. and Mrs. Augustus G. Dolliver
preceding letters who may have been attractive with a center piece of announce the engagement of their
unable to attend the November tea. roses, a decorated cake and candles daughter Louise to Robert Crockett j
The meeting Ls for friends, members for Illumination, Miss Thomas re Gregory of Akron, Ohio.
and parish of the First Baptist ceiving some lovely gifts. Games were
Church, in the interests of Rural Re enjoyed) during the evening. Miss)
Mr. and Mrs. Barrett Cotton re
ligious Education. Take needlework. Virginia Snow being a special guest. turned Sunday from two weeks' va
cation spent in the big woods in the
Thimble Club met for sewing Mon vicinity of Lake Moxie.
The Four Bs met Saturday night
with Miss Betty O'Brien. Various in day night with Mrs. Kathryn St.
teresting games occupied the time Clair at her apartment at The Lauri- J All day Friday Mrs. Albert Guptill,
j 84 of Ingraham's Hill received in
and refreshments were served. The ette. Lunch was served.
i her usual cheery, humorous way,
next meeting will be held with Billy
Mrs. C. A. Knickerbocker and friends and neighbors who wished
Tate, Holmes street.
daughter Constance of Waterville, her many more years of health and
A meeting of the Rubinstein Club were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. j happiness. A table piled high with
will be held at 2.15 Friady afternoon Wilbur Senter.
: gifts, flowers and cards showed the
at the Universalist vestry. Mrs Dora
, love and respect for "grandma." She
Guests for the holiday and week is keenly interested in all the doings
Bird is chairman and the subject
"Lullabies.” The program numbers end at the Parker E. Worrey home on I of the Hill and one of the Hill boys,
arranged are two pianos. Mrs. Gert Chestnut street were Mrs. Worreys Miller EM. Hewett, reminisced with
rude Parker and Mrs. Nathalie Snow; sister and' brother of Bath. Mrs. Earl 1 her for several hours.
solos, Mrs. Ruth Collemer and Miss Wing and daughter Patricia and
Alcada Hall; vocal. Mrs. Damie Capt. and Mrs. William S. Blair.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Marston and
Gardner, Mrs. Eva Greene, Miss
son Richard, of Portland, were in the
THE. Club met with Mrs. Ethel city last week to attend the funeral
Freda Searles. Mrs. Marjorie Glidden
and Mrs. Lorita Bicknell; reader, Gonia last night, the members sew services of Clarence Rollins.
Mrs. Beulah Ames and Club Chorus. ing on Christmas articles in place of
the usual card game. Lunch was
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Rackliffe and
Lewis Rokes and Carl Ladd mo served.
daughter Irene spent Thanksgiving
tored to Portland Saturday on busi
with Mr. and Mrs. John Willett at
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Storer and their camp in Chester. Mr. Rackliffe
ness. incidentally attending the auto
family spent Thanksgiving with brought home a nine-point buck
show.
-j
Edward Storer at Warren.
Miss Daphne Winslow has returned
to Fryeburg to resume her teaching
Mrs. W. F Senter, Miss Jane ■ Rev. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe
duties.
Senter and Gilbert Wheeler of
their home by ill
Brunswick and John Senter of Ban ness.
Mr. and Mrs. F. Wyman Rogers gor were holiday guests of Mr. and
and children Owen and Frances of Mrs. Wilbur Senter. Broadway.
Mrs. Harvey Crowley and Miss
Worcester. Mass., and Mrs. John
Jeannie McConchie of Rockland
Miss Freda Searles spent the holi
Almy of Edgewood. R. I., were week
street had as holiday guests Dr. and
day and weekend at Bar Harbor, the
end guests of Mrs. Addie Rogers.
Mrs. John Stanton and family of
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick
Danvers, Mass.
Mr and Mrs. Harry O. Gurdy were Leach.
in Bangor yesterday to attend the
Mrs. Harry P. Chase is a surgical
Diligent Dames will meet Thurs
funeral of their nephew, Hoyt W.
day afternoon with Mrs. Edith Jones. patient at Knox Hospital.
Ingraham, who died Saturday, after
Mrs. Mary Griffin and son Edward
a brief illness of pneumonia. The Members are urged to take dolls
which are to be dressed for Christ have gone to Augusta, Ga.. to spend
occasion was doubly sad as the death
the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
of his wife, Jean, occurred only five mas.
M V. Gallagher. Edward will be in
days previously from the same illness.
Opportunity Class meets Thursday
charge of the golf shop at Forrest
Mr. Ingraham was born in Rockland
night at 7:30 at the First Baptist Hills Hotel for the season.
Sept. 4. 1890. a son of Charles F.
Church. The finished patchwork
Ingraham and Louise M. Gurdy.
pieces aj;e needed at this time.
This week at Burdell's Dress Shop,
The family removed to Bangor in
greatly
reduced prices on Knit Wear.
1899 He had been engaged in the
Miss Dorothy Sylvester entertained
144-lt
clothing business in Bucksport for a group of Sixth Grade classmates
several years. Of a friendly, gener Friday afternoon at her home on
ous disposition many were attracted Limerock street in honor of her 12th
NORTH WARREN
to him who will sincerely mourn his birthday. A special guest was Miss
early death. He is survived by his Barbara Melcher whose 17th birth
Mr. and Mrs. George Gracie and
mother, a sister, Mrs. John W day coincided with Dorothy's. Oth family of Billerica, Mass., visited over
Glover, of Orono and two brothers, ers present were Lucile Sweeney. the holiday with Mr. Grade's mother.
Oscar of Bangor, and Dwight of Gloria Mills. Louise Smith, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Egbert Maxey of
New Hampshire.
Wotton . Mary Ramsdell, Barbara Glen Cove were guests last Thursday
Wood, Theresa McLaughlin. Ruth of Mabie Crawford.
Announcement of the engagement Hatch, Cynthia Tibbetts and Teddy
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Starrett were
of Mrs. Beatrice M. Kant of South- Sylvester.
Games were enjoyed. callers Saturday at C. W. IMank’s.
port to Ben J. Dowling of Rockland Mary Wotton winning the prize in
Mrs. Clara Gracie and family and
was recently made at a birthday the peanut hunt and Barbara George Gracie and family spent
party for the bride-to-be, tendered by Melcher for pinning the head on the Thanksgiving Day with Mr. and Mrs
her friends in Southport.
Mrs. turkey. Refreshments, featuring a Allen Young jn East Union.
Kant, whose home was formerly in large birthday cake, were served.
White Oak Grange will hold elec
Boston, often spends winters in
Dorothy was the recipient of a tion of officers Friday night.
Florida and California, and last year number of nice gifts.
Very few deer have been shot in
was in Central America. She was
this vicinity.
graduated from the Girl’s Latin
Miss Hazel Young of East Union
School of Boston and the New
passed the weekend with her grand
School of Design. The prospective
mother, Mrs. Clara Gracie.
Yield quicker to
bridegroom, a salesman for the John
---------------------------------- --------------double action of
Bird Co., in this city, is a graduate of
Cony High School, Augusta, and
Bowdoin College. The nuptials will
STAINLESS now, if you prefer
take place the coming spring.
(

Children’s Colds

VISItfs

TEL. 541

DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Ada Wellman is caring for
the home of Mrs. Mertie Booth at
Kaler's Corner.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Willey of Back
Cove were recent callers on Mrs. My
ron Chase.
Mr. and Mrs. Orrin Black. Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Black and three children
all of Waldoboro, were Thanksgiving
guestps of Mr. and Mrs. Austin Wal
lace.
Benjamn Oross and friend of Au
burn recently spent several days with
Mr. Gross’ parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ed
ward Gross.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Winchenbach
called Sunday on Mr. and Mrs Samuel
Winchenbach of South Waldoboro.
Addison Winchenbach has closed
his home here and is in Waldoboro
where he will spend the winter at the
Whitcomb home.
Mr. and Mrs. Hudson Stahl, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Stahl and children
were holiday guests of Mrs. Annie
Stahl at Broad Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Chase, Misses
Stella and Della Chase and Keith
Chase were Damarscotta visitors re
cently.
Mrs. Celesta Winchenbaugh, Miss
Ada Winchenbaugh and Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Robie. all of Wollaston, Mass ,
were at the Winchenbaugh home here
for a few days recently. They were
called here by the death of Mrs. Winchenbaugh's sister. Mrs Ada Bond.
Owen Winslow of West Waldoboro
spent Thanksgiving Day at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner.

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Fuller and
Miss M. L. Lewis are at the BarbizonPlaza in New York city.

We, the People

Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Arey of
Rochester, N. Y., who spent the holi
day with relatives returned home
Saturday.
L. W. Lane arrived home Saturday
from a business trip to Boston.
Ruth Brown, Ernestine Carver,
Norma Gray and Rebecca Arey re
turned Saturday to Farmington.
Miss Norma Gray of Farmington Normal SchooJ spent the holiday
with her mother (Mrs. Byron Mac
donald. She had as guest Miss Flor
ence Johnson of Rockland.
Miss Helen Hopkins recently visit
ed Mrs. Susan Hopkins.
Gerald Smith is a patient at the
New England Baptist Hospital, Bos
ton.
Miss Edith Wier returned Saturday
tc Bates College.
L. H. Bucklin went recently to
Freeport where he will pass the win
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins of
Camden passed the holiday with Mrs.
Hopkins' parents Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Arey.
Miss Mildred Robinson of Au
gusta spent Thanksgiving in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Nickerson
and daughter Evelyn who have been
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Carver
returned Friday to Eherett, Mass.
Miss Erdine Calderwood is with
friends in Boston on a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson re
turned Saturday to Buffalo, N. Y.
Phillip Bennett is visiting relatives
ln Somerville. Mass.
Miss Rebecca Arey. student at
Farmington Normal spent the holi
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Arey.
The Neighborhood Club will meet
Wednesday with Mrs. )Della Sim
mons.
Miss Edith Grimes returned Satur
day to Wellesley. Mass., after spend
ing the holiday with her brothers
Fred and Frank Grimes.
Mrs. Fred Coombs. Mrs. Charles
Chilles and Mrs. L. R. Smith have re
turned from Boston after attending
the Vinalhaven reunion.
Ladies of the G AB, will meet
Friday at which time a Christmas
tree entertainment and social eve
ning will be enjoyed. Each member
will take a 10-cent gift. The meeting
will begin at 7 o'clock. Supper will
be omitted.
Lafayette Carver Relief Corps
meets tonight at the GAR. rooms.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson, have
returned from Brooks.
Frank Pease 72 who died Nov. 24
was born in this town. He was the
adopted son of Isiah and Rebecca
Pease. Mr. Pease leaves no relatives.
He was a quarry man by trade.
Funeral services were held at the
W. lY. Fossett undertaking rooms
Friday with Rev. N. F. Atwood, pastor
of Union Church officiating. Inter
ment was in Bay View cemetery.
Mrs. Louise Wareham, who spent
the holiday with her mother Mrs.
Eliza Arey, returned Saturday to
Concord, N. H.

WEST HOPE
Mr. and IMrs. W.llard Wjilman
and daughter entertained at dinner
Thanksgiving Day, Mrs. Vanda
Wentworth of Hope and Harvey
Lunden cf West Rockport.
Holiday guests at C. E. Wellman's
were Miss Leola Wellman of Port
land, Mrs. Eva Wellman. Mr. and
Mrs. Ervin Curtis and children of
Rickland and Capt. and Mrs. Mills
of Camden.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Nichols passed the
weekend In Woburn. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Merrifield, son
Vernard, C. E. Wellman and Lucretia
Phillips Lord, noted radio star, is Pushaw enjoyed a turkey dinner
reversing the usual procedure with Sunday at the home of Mr. and IMrs.
his new Sunday program, “We, the
People " In this program, the pub ! Alfred Fletcher in North Vassalboro.
lic puts on the show. People from
all parts of the country are brought
There's never enough Rytex Christ
in to relate their experiences, express
mas
Cards to go around . . . because
their opinions, and to tell about
thelr occupations, both ordinary and last minute shoppers make it Impos
unusual.
sible to produce and supply the de
mand. If you wish io save msap
pointment, we suggest that you order
your Rytex Christmas Cards this
week . . . the price, as of old, is oniy
late
I
50 for $1.00 Including your name on
the cards and 50 envelopes to match
See the new 1936 samples at The
Courier-Gazette. Postage 10c.—adv.

•’l.ll.’l OlIVIjL.L

Vinalhaven. Afternoon callers were
Mr. and Mis. Pearl Look, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Plourde and son David of
Rockland.
Rotary Club meets today at the
OCC Camp with dinner at 12:30.
Forrest Bridges has returned to
Winthrop after a short visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Bridges.
Warren Prince spent the weekend
with friends in Cambridge, Mass.
Mrs. Doris Brewster was hostess to
the Monday Club this week at the
home of Mrs. Priscilla Jameson,
Chestnut street. Mrs. Georgia Wiley
was reader.
The ladies of the Methodist Society
are holding a sale Friday at the
Thomas Antique Store. Fancy and
useful articles, home-canned foods
• and cooked foods will be on sale.
j

CAMDEN

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Brewster at
tended the funeral of Mrs. Abbie
Marriner Sunday ln Searsmont.
Miss Kathleen Waterman has re
turned to the Wilfred Academy of
Beauty Culture in Boston after a
I short visit with her mother, Mrs.
Gertrude Waterman, Cross street.
Warren Conant shot an eight point
buck Saturday at Duck Trap.
Miss Mae Bills has returned to
Castine after a visit with relatives in
town.
Mrs. Carrie Tolman Is in Milford.
N. H„ where she will spend the
winter with relatives.
Otis Dean has resumed his studies
at the Oxford College of Business
Administration in Cambridge. Mass.,
after Epending the holiday recess
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dean.
FRIENDSHIP
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Blake enter
The Methodist Ladies Aid meets
tained at dinner Thanksgiving Day,
their guests being Frank Blake. W. Wednesday at 1:30 with Mrs. Adelia
E. Blake of South Union and M.. Jameson. Much work Is to be ac
and Mrs. Alfred J. Raymond cf complished before the Christmas sale,
Dec. 9. and for this reasen a large
attendance Is urged.

WED.-THURS
BROODING
PASSIONS BURST
INTO FURY WHEN
THIS MAN MEETS HIS
, BETRAYERS .,. ONLY
TO BE BETRAYED
AGAIN BY
JOVE!

WARDER

Mr. and Mrs. Waldo MacFarland of
Bristol were guests Thanksgiving
Day of Mr. and Mrs. Wardwell MacFariand.
Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Lawry
Condon dineti
and Mrs, Oram

! ■

BAXTER1"
JURE IRilG
wtlh

GAIL PATRICK
ALISON t/KIPWORTH
WILFRID LAWSON
GEORGE HASSELL

NOW PLAYING
“PENNIES
FROM
HEAVEN”

with,
BING CROSBY

ADVERTISEMENTS

YOUR (ONVENIfNfE

ivAAll VIUllS OUllllltfU

Phone 892

MAT. 2, EVE. 6:30 & 8:30
CONT. SAT. 2:00 lo 10:30

Rufus Condon, Mrs.
and Mrs. Randall
Thursday with Dr.
Lawry in Rockland.

Arthur MacFarland and Miss
Phyllis Felker motored Saturday to
South Bristol with Mr. MacFarland's
uncle. Waldo MacFarland. Mrs. Mac
Farland will make a More extended
visit with her mother and' sister be
fore returning home.
Miss Rachel Stetson and Leonard
Stetson have been confined to the
house with severe colds the past
week.
Mrs. Gertrude Simmons and
granddaughter, Ethel Stebbins visit
ed the holiday with Owen Simmons
and family.
Mr and Mrs. Albion Wotton pas
sed the weekend in (Rockland as
guests of thelr daughter, Mrs. Myron
Mank.
Mrs Blanche Wallace is ln Lewis
ton for a visit with her brother, j
Jesse Simmons.
Arthur Burns who lias been seri
ously ill, is gaining slowly.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wotton has
as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Albion
Wotton, Luther Wotton, Mabel Wot
ton and Mrs. Daisy Simmons.
The Pythian Sisters meet tonight
for election of officers. Refreshments
will be served.

IVW IlL4fl.lL/,

Inventories filed: Estates of Ro
berta S. Hufnagel, Mount Vernon,
N. Y, $361; Elizabeth Rogers Scam
mon and Miriam Calvina Scammon,
Owl's Head. $3273.26; Eugene P.
Dalrymple. Warren, $1627.17; Evelyn
L. Ames, Matinicus Isle Plantation,
$4686 31; Edwin B. Spear, Rockland,
$134732; Sewall P York, Damari
scotta, $5698.74.

WEDNESDAY NITE IS

BANK NITE
TOTAL AWARDS

$225.00
$159.00
S 75.00

First Award,
Scccnd Award,

ON TIIE SCREEN

ITIarij fist Dr

LADY FROM
NOWHERE
THURSDAY

r 2 AGAINST
THE WORLD
with

Humphrey BOGART

Beverly ROBERTS

TODAY
DOROTHY LAMOUR

in
“JI NGLE PRINCESS"
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of today. Help us not to forget the
present and grant that Its teachings
safeguard the future. Jesus
Lady Knox Chapter Holds
Forty-One Present At Last
"I am the resurrection and the
Services In Memory Of life; he that belleveth on Me. though
Roll Call—The Tang Of
he were dead, yet shall he live. Peace
Mrs. Eliza Thomas
the Sea
I leave with thee; my peace I give
An unique service was held at unto you."
Mrs iRuth (Ellingwood and Mrs.
Ol'R OBLIGATION
Achorn
cemetery Nov. 19. In memory
Maude Blodgett were hostesses to the
U future generations reap from deeds
that we have sown
of Mrs. Eliza K. Ferry Thomas who
Methebesec Club Friday afternoon at
We must be true to ancestry with good
was
the
only
-iReal
Daughter"
of
the
deeds of our own
the former's home, 41 members rehigh this precious liberty be
Revolution ever included in the mem Hold queathed
through crimson stain:
sponding to roll call. Mrs. Blodgett i
bership of Lady Knox Chapter, Exalt the noble patriots; they must not
die ln vain.
acted as secretary in the absence of
Daughters of the American Revolu Keep green the grass and flaunt the
flag near chiselled epitaph
Mrs. Carrie Palmer who is recovering
tion. who honored her memory on
And through the Intervening years keep
that day. She became affiliated with
fresh a memory path.
from a recent Illness.
the Chapter in September 1903. her
It was voted to hold the meeeting
death following in two months. She
PORT CLYDE
scheduled for Dec. 25 on Dec. 18
was bom in South Thomaston. Feb
Merry Antics of Clubites
This will be the usual Christmas
5. 1818. and later married Capt. Isaac
The Maids of Maine 4-H Club
meeting and at this time articles of
K. Thomas of Rockland. A lovely
held its first party of the season last
bronze marker, inscribed with the
clothing, toys, books, etc., to be dis
words, "Daughters of the American Tuesday at the home of Mrs. Harold
tributed to needy children, will be
Hupper, leader. The committee for
Revolution." was placed on her grave
received. These articles are to be
refreshments
and entertainment was
on the thirtieth anniversary of her
well wrapped and marked with age
death. The following description Josephine Thompson and Helen An
and sex of child for whom intended.
depicts the significance of the thony. aided by Mrs. Hupper.
Hakie McLaughlin amused the
Chorus singing of "Nancy Lee" and
marker:
“Sailing" was enjoyed, with Mrs.
Marv Astor's intercession in the promising fisticuffs between Charles
group
when he showed his skill by
“Our Emblem Is a golden wheel
Irene Walker at the piano.
Quigley and Norman Willis In Columbia’s "Lady From Nowhere" saves Vil
sitting
on a milk bottle, writing his
Branded with deepest blue.
TEMPERATURE DROPS
The programs of the recent years
name with his feet crossed directly
lain Willis from a sound thrashing. It’s all part of this exriling comedyEach shining spoke tipped with
have disclosed many interesting
in front of him. "Hunk" Lowell
a star
And In Many Homes the melodrama.—adv.
phases, one of which has been the
played the part of the "Shadow”
The distaff showing through;
Problem Is of Keeping the
wealth of personal contribution made
while Bob Lowe was convicted of
The only Jewel In the world
by members. When the year's studymurder by the district attorney Har
Home Fires Burning
That money cannot buy.
subject was on “Outstanding Women
old Marriott. A scavenger hunt was
Without such proof of ancestry
When the temperature drops below
of Today." the number of members
won by Pauline Thompson and Hakie
As no one can deny."
who knew personally, or had heard or in many homes the person who is
There are but four "Real Daugh- McLaughlin. Al Rawley being robbed
ieen, such famous women was sur the mainstay wonders how long he
ter." left ln the country, one having' of hls necktle b>'
vl«orous memprisingly large. And again when the
recently died; Mrs. Angelica Avery of bers of this party
will be able to keep the home fires
subject was “Italy,” several of the I
Those present were Pauline and
Conn.; Mrs. Mary Newsome of
members contributed from memories burnin8’ provide food and shelter
Georgia:
Mrs.
Anne
Gregory
of
of European trips which had in- ! without a position. To whom can
Penna.; Mrs. Caroline Randall of
eluded Italy. This year carries on he turn, who is there that cares
Vermont There are but eight "Real
this phase, for as the subject i enough about him. and then the
Granddaughters” living and .Lady
gradually develops it is being dis- mail man arrives with ? letter from
Knox Chapter is proud to have one
covered many of the women have ihe National Re-employment Office
of those as a member—Mrs. Elizabeth
colorful and dramatic seafaring asking this man to report as soon as 1
Sellers of Stonington.
j possible, for a position has been sebackgrounds.
Included among the seven mem
Out of such a background came the cured for him.
bers who attended the ceremony was
paper contributed to Friday's proHope is revived; he feels someone
one charter member. Mrs. Anne Snow.
gram—“Round the Hom in a Wind- still cares about him and immediateMrs. Karl, regent, conducted the
jammer," and into the picture of the ly has a new outlook on life,
service which read:
perils and tragedies that surrounded
This is typical of hundreds of cases
-Remembering the past Is conserv
trips round the Horn back in the (like the above. The National Reing for the future and as we look at
employment
Service
Is
like
that
other
real days of shipping. Miss Castera
history we know that we need today
Cushman was able to intersperse a great humanitarian organization, the
a spirit of fervent gratitude, a con
vivid story of an experience out of ] Red Cross which alleviates suffering
secration of ourselves to the achieve
her own life when she accompanied ' and brings cheer. What could be
ment of great ideals. Things which
her father. Capt. Frank Cushman, better for a Christmas present this
are seen are temporal but things un
on such a trip. Mrs. Mary Overlock year than to receive a position
seen
are eternal. It is an appealing
presented a paper on "Clipper Ships; j through the office of the National
thought that we who carry the pres
a paper showing much study and Re-employment Service. What could
ent responsibilities in our Societythought ln preparation and embrac- be a greater benefit to the unemcan, in a service like this unite our
ing a well rounded history of the , ployed than a job from an employer,
selves with the faithful workers who
clipper ship, its birth, development. I How can the employer get the right
Two newcomers to the screen. Humphrey Bogart and Beverly Roberts are have laid down their tasks. We. the
some of the best known clippers, etc. ’ kind of man he needs? Business defeatured in "Two Against the World." First National's gripping story of the members cf Lady Knox Chapter, now
Of course special mention was made mands his attention.
Then off
drama behind the walls of a racketeering radio station.—adv.
dedicate this marker in grateful reof the "Red Jacket” built at Rock- comes the receiver. He calls the
" cognition of the only "Real Daughland, and of particular interest was 1 National Re-employment Service. A
rears many evidences of the neatness
our chapter, as well as the
H.APPY HOPE FARM
---------------------------------------------- — i pleasant voice — Re-employment
and care with which he executed service of her father w|io was a
Service, the employer then makes his
every piece of work he attempted.
patriot of the American (Revolution.
request, something like this. Have A Bullet Through the V ind• » • •
In honoring them we also pay tribute
you a stenographer for instance. The
shield—A Wooden Safe
to all the heroic men and women who
files are referred to and soon the
These are busy days on the old
have served our Republic with in
And a Tame Spider
employer Is told that they have a
farm and I must "get busy." O. yes,
tegrity and devotion. Nothing is ever
stenographer, just what he needs.
Winter is upon us. serving us a ‘Lucy-' the spider, is still on her | ended until lt ls forgotten. What
This sen-ice is free, both to employer
chosen window. She seems to know
and unemployed. The National Re dish of cold frost and chilis. But the she's privileged to stay there. Shi ever is kept in memory still endures
employment Sen-Ice has placed many sun shines brightly today and this I hasn't eaten in a long time and Is Therefore we dedicate this marker
In domestic service, still could place same Indispensable warmth giver will ) curled up in a corner seemingly life- that it may keep alive an apprecia
tion ol our heritage of the past."
many more.
STRONGHEART
be coaxing the spring flowers from '.css. but on warm days she moves
Mrs. Wisner, chaplain, offered the
The
National
Re-employment
about a little. Her cherished ball of
their beds of mold in a few weeks.
prayer:
Service is a public servant, It is
eggs has never hatched and it will
• • • »
We think Thee. Lord, for the joy
i part of the U. 6. Department of
be interesting to know whether they
of
earthly companionships; for the
Labor. The Service has had many , We are glad the annual open sea will hatch next spring, after weeks of
CANS
phone requests for housekeepers. son on deer and humans is about exposure to winter cold. Lucy's fairy enrichment of blessings that grow
out of united service, and for this
! some wish them to stay nights, while
over. It seems to me it's been a draw web has long since vanished and she life of our associate whose interests
others prefer to have them go home
weaves no more.
were like our own, we give special
The National Re-employment Service between men and deer slain this year
Nancy M Savage
thanks. We ask Thy blessing for
has been successful in making this A neighbor had a very narrow escape ,
every good influence growing out of
type of placement. All persons seek- Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Harr.
her life; upon every good cause with
ing employment should register at geane was motoring home after visit- I
' which she identified herself and up
SPLENDID
this office immediately as one never
ing her aunt, Mrs Clara Spear. Near
on those closest to her love. Streng
STRINGLESS
knows when an opening In their
the home of Mr. Laiho on the State
then others to carry on the work and
particular occupation may appear.
' bind our hearts Into a closer underroad. Mrs. Beane was astonished
FLAT OR ROUND POD
, standing comradeship with each other
and
alarmed
at
the
sudden
im

UNION
and with Thee. We thank Thee, Lord,
pact of a bullet against the wind
for men and women of other genera
Mrs. Lulie Ames Ufford
shield of her car. It struck directly i
tions
who bequeathed to us the rich
Lulie Ames, widow of Rev. E. S
in front of the wheel and all that'
fruitage of their lives. Be a living
Ufford. died Nov 20 after a long
presence among us, we pray, as we
period of ill health, through which saved Mrs. Beane from what might 1
j of this generation meet the challenge
she was tenderly cared for by her have been a serious or mortal wound.

'METHEBESEC CLUB

a list of captains hailing from these fr—local ports. In this list was a sur
prisingly large number from Thomas
ton. known back ln the old days as
"The Town of a Hundred Sea Cap
tains.”
Mrs. Blodgett in her miscellaneous
events touched largely upon the
Penobscot Marine Museum, estab
lished in September of this year at
Searsport to preserve the shipping
history of this section. The board of
trustees was given, the list headed by
Admiral Pratt, retired, a native of
Belfast, and embracing other names
well known in marine annals. Mrs
Blodgett also spoke of the marine
museum proposed at Bath, active
figures in which are the Sewalls.
significant names in Maine ship
building.
The meeting of Dec. 11 will be at
the home of Mrs. Anna Nelson, with
Mrs. Laura Maxey assisting. Tlie
papers of the afternoon will be pre
sented by Mrs Mabel Rose, "Castle
Builders!'' and Mrs. AS.lie Small,
"Rock Gardens of the Sea.”

j

A “REAL DAUGHTER”

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

DOG

Pent-up passions rage with relentless fury as Warner Baxter and Wilfrid
i -wron savagtly fight for June Lang's affections in the new Twentieth
Century-Fox dramatic sensation 'White Hunter."—adv.

Josephine Thompson, Verena and
Agnes Davis. Virginia Condon. Oertrude Breen. Helen Anthony Muriel
Lowe, Viletta Chadwick. Edith
Holmberg, Charlotte Jones Maynard
Wiley, Harold Marriott, Gerald
Hawkins. Ralph Caven, Howard Low—

A delightful

NATION-WIDE STOP.E

NOV. 30—DEC. 5

QUAKER OATS

CUuvhnas Qtft!

RYTEX LAID
PRINTED STATIONERY
Exquisite is the only word
for this smart laid paper with
the attractive new lettering
styles.

50 SHEETS

50 ENVELOPES

Including printing . . . with
Blue, Brown or Red Ink. Double
Sheets or Flat Sheets in Blue,
Grey, White or Tan Paper.

And hole Sheets !
Clever and gay . . . same
eolors . . . Paper and Ink. 50
Sheets and 50 Envelopes $1.

THE

COURIER-GAZETTE

RANGES

.

.

CAMPBELL'S NEW

BEAN

WITH

BACON

SOUP

LAWRENCE

Aulled corn .

.

LGE CAN

CRANBERRY SAUCE

2

,

FANCY

.

MIXED NUTS

LB

WHOLE GREEN PEAS

PKGS

RED CROSS

TOMATOES

FANCY

2

■

NO
CANS

s23<

NAIION-WIDE

GELATINE DESSERT

PKGS

19<

J

LILY WHITE

CODFISH TABLETS

KNOX

.

.

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

PEANUT BUTTER
?a?sz

29c

25c
2 160219c

,

.

TINS

FANCY

2

19<

MINOI

SOUTHERN WINTER

CONTEST

-L'J

■■

AT HER.

2c%125c

Atlantic

.

That is why she shops

FOOD

jENERAL

L-t—L. . JJL!. _

— and is interested in
buying where she can
get the most for her
money and save with
safety.

c

BEANS

CRUISE

----------

values/

20c

daughters and son-n-law. Mrs. Uf was the fact that the bullet sped;
ford was born in Appleton, daughter from the forest at the left of the
of Mark and Mary (Whitmore) Ames highway, striking the glass a glancMost of her early life was spent in Ing blow, breaking but not passing '
Appleton until she met and married through the windshield. Mrs Beane's,
Rev. E. 8. Ufford. then a student at j small dog
who enjoys riding
Bates Theological Seminar}-. She was in the auto, seemed to realize, with
of great help and inspiration to her that strange sense canines possess,
husband in the many pastorates to that the wings of death had passed
which he was later called and served. so near her beloved mistress, and
In 1928 Rev. and Mrs. Ufford cele cowered and trembled in pitiful fear.
brated their 50th wedding anniversary
I would respectfully suggest that
which was pleasingly observed by, ^e deer hunting season be reduced
many friends and neighbors. Mrs. to two weeks, that hunters be required
Ufford was a woman of sweet sterling to wear steel helmets and bullet-proof
character, faithful wife, mother, suits, while civilians who have to be
sister and friend, greatly beloved by abroad ride in buses or private cars
all who knew her. Through her three made proof against the shining mis
years of ill health her life was most siles of death. Thus only could the
markedly an example of Christian annual slaughter of humans during
faith and fortitude.
open season be reduced.
Mrs. Ufford is survived by two
• • • •
daughters, Mrs. Lila Burrill and Mrs.
I have just been looking at a piece
Ethel Griffin of Union; a son. Dr.
Eugene U. Ufford of Auburndale, of ingenious workmanship in the
Mass.; three grandchildren; four form of a wooden safe, made by the
great-grandchildren; two brothers, j expert hands of the late Abdon Spear,
Joseph Ames of Appleton and Justin 1 whose death occurred recently. Mr.
Ames of Union; one sister, Mrs. Ber-! Savage cared for Mr. Spear until
! about a month ago. when he was
tha Bryant also of Union.
The bearers were Abner Griffin, I forced to hire a substitute, because
James Griffin. Alvah Ames and Clar- of needed rest and change. Mr. Speaence Leonard. Burial was at Pine j was taken with an ill turn soon after
Mr. Savage left, which ended in
Grove cemetery in Appleton.
death. He had long been an invalid.
Rytex Christmas Cards are used by Thp sa^e of which I speak is made
prominent Movie Stars, writers, art- ' entirely of wood. It has three knobs
ists and Social Leaders . . . yet their an<f the body is painted black. The
price is only 50 for $100, including combination is very effective, Mr.
your name on the cards and 50 en- Spear presented the safe to Mr.
velopes to match. See the new 1938 ' Savage.
Mr. Spear was an expert workman
samples at Tlie Courier-Gazette.
in many lines and iiis late home
Postage 10c—adv.

-

I

ell. Bob Lowe, and Hakie McLaughlin Others were invited, but were
unable to attend.
The club expresses thanks to Mrs
Hupper for her hospitality.—Helen
Anthony, Pauline Thompson, reporters.

HERSHEY’S

35c

Breakfast Cocoa

22c

LGE
CAN

19c
17c

2

.

.

1 LB
PKG

Baking5 Chocolate
,ndividually
vuvwiaik WRAPPED PIECES

2^b19c

MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.

Ask For Your Votes
LADY LOUISE

in contest stores

.

CAKES

19<

LGE PKG

21c

WASH CLOTH FREE

One vote with every 25c
NATION-WIDE

SPLENDID

•

GRANULES

ANCY BLUE ROSE

Trade At Contest Stores
PERRY'S MAIN- ST. MARKET
PERRY'S PARK ST. MARKET
GREGORY’S
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STORE
CRIE HARDWARE STORE
SENTER CRANE CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
CRIE S GIFT SHOP
II. H. CRIE CO.
SEA VIEW GARAGE
M. B & C. O. PERRY
COAL AND WOOD YARD
OCEAN VIEW BALLROOM

soap’

RICE
I LB
PKGS

DISH CLOTH FREE

6 BOXES 25c

DIAMOND MATCHES

19c

CAMBRIDGE—DOUBLE EDGE

RAZOR BLADES

.

.

3

for

5c

T

un shine

549.50
AND UP

Your Old Range Taken in
Eschange
Atlantic Ranges are available In
Black and All Enamel Finishes
EASY TERMS AS DESIRED

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
TEL. 9«0
S1S-S25 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
47-tl

DOT

OYSTER CRACKERS
■of) serve mthioupi
ond chomders

I b.

PM»

SPICED
FRUIT

spicy misin coowits

APHyaOAN’S PRESCRIPTION FOR THIRTY YEARS

RODERIC

BALSAM

ACT AT ONCE!

■

■

a

BOT

Ask is how fo gof a safladlita* aluminum

HOT-DISH PAD for 10/
AND ONE EAGLE BRAND LABEL
Speclall

EAGLE BRAND

SWEETENED CONDENSED MILK

NATION-WIDE SERVICE

-£*N

”1 C

GROCERS

